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This dociat',ont is the Final Report of the Solar energy System Installed at the First
Solar Heatod Office Building, C'NE 30LAR PLACE, Dallas, Texas. The Solar System was
designed to provide 87 percent of the space heating needs, 100 percent of 00 Potable
hot water needs and' 
is 
sized for future absorption cooling. Tile collection subsystem
consists of 28 Solargeaicss series 766 flat p l ate collectors with a total area of
1,696 square feet. The solar loop circulates in ethylene glycol-water solution througi
the collectors into a hot water system heat exchanger. The hot water storage subsystol
consists of a heat exchanger, two 2,300 gallon concrete hot water storage tanks with
built in heat exchangers and a back-up electric boiler. The domestic hot water sub-
systeri  sends hot viater to the 10,200 square feet floor area office build i ng hot water
fixtures. The building cold water system provides make-up , to the solar Cops the
heating loops and the hot water concrete storage tanks. This report describes the
designs constructions cost .Analysis, operation and maintenance of the solar system.
Tile project is p"n pt of Ule ^ I -S. ^o)papNont of Energy's Polar demonstration
pp6qParja and became opepational July 11 9
 1979.
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INTRODUCTION
1.0 The solar energy system of ONE SOLAR PLACE office building provides
87% of the space heating requirements, 100% of the potable hot water
needs and is sized for future solar absorption cooling. The solar
energy collection system consists of 28 Solargenics flat-plate collec-
tors in two arrays. Each collector is 3' X 19'or a total of 1,596
square feet of collectors. One unique feature about the solar collec-
tors is that they serve as the roofing over the office lobby.
2.0 The complete solar energy system includes a solar loop system, a
hot water storage systrn, and a domestic hot water system. The solar
loop circulates an ethylene glycol-water solution through the 28
Solargenics flat-plate collectors and into a heat exchanger to heat
the hot water system. This loop also includes an over-temperature a
control unit (O.T.C.) which disposes excess and undesired heat into
the atmosphere when temperatures in the solar loop reaches above 210oF9
or the storage tank temperature reaches 2000F.
3.0 The hot water storage system consists of a heat exchanger where heat
Is absorbed from the solar loop, two 2300 gallon concrete hot water
storage tanks with built-in heat exchangers, and a backup boiler.
4.0 The domestic hot water system sends hot water to the hot water fixtures
throughout the office building. The building cold water system pro-
vides cold water make-up to the solar loop, the heating loop and the
hot water concrete storage tanks. The domestic hot water system in-
eludes a domestic hot water heater, a hot water-cold water mixing
valve, a pressure reducing valve and expansinve tanks.
.J
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6.0 The office building at ONE SOLAR PLACE combines an existing one story
red brick building with a newly constructed two»story, building. Total
Floor area of the building is10,200 square Feet. The old existing
building makes up 3,000 square feet with the new two-story addition
making up .',200 square Feet. The new two-story addition blends red
brick walls with redwood paneled walls-, a Flat roof combines with a
40 Foot square collector roofing mounted over steel framing. The
collector roofing is tilted at an angle of 420
 from tLe horizon giving
the office building an attractive "triangular" look. The general
proximity of ONE SOLAR PLACE office building near downtown Dallas
provides easy access for viewing and touring.
6.0 The ONE SOLAR PLACE office building has already been toured by several
groups of people. These include North Texas State University graduate
students, contractors, a local television station crew, journalists
from the Dallas Mornino News, and even foreign delegations from Israel,I. M 1. 	 IYA1	 d
Japan, and West Germany. Elementary age school children from a Dallas
public school will soon be given a tour of ONE SOLAR PLACE. So already,
the ONE SOLAR PLACE installation is effective in educating the public
about solar energy space heating and hot water heating.
?.O This report describes the design, construction, cost analysis, operation,
and maintenance of the solar system installed at ONE SOLAR PLACE in
Dallas, Texas. This report is made on behalf of ERDA/DOE and Travis-
Braun & Associates, Inc., to support solar energy as an effective means
of providing supplemental energy to the energy needs of the United States.
It is believed that the material available in this report will be benefi-
cial.to those readers interested in applying solar energy for hot water
heating and/or space heating.
.4
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT INFORMATION
1.0 General Information
1.1 Owner/Location: Travis-Braun & Associates, Inc.
One Solar Place, Suite 200
4140 Office Parkway
Dallas, Texas 75204
Phone: 214-821-4431
1.2 Contractor:	 United Plumbing & Air Conditioning Co.
P.O. Box 31066
Dallas, Texas 75231
Phone: 214-341-9300
1.3 Engineer:	 Travis-Braun A Associates, Inc.
One Solar Place, Suite 200
4140 Office Parkway
Dallas, Texas 75204
Phone: 214-821-4431
1.4 Operational Date: July 11, 1979
1.5 Building:
1.5.1 Type: Two-story, combined flat roof and sloped
1.5.2 Wall Material: Old Building - red brick
New Addition - redwood
1.5.3 Floor Area: Old Building - 3,000 square feet
New Addition - 7,200 square feet
Total:	 10,200 square feet
1.5.4 Wall Insulation: Urethane with "U" value of .08
®	 2.0 Local Climatological Data - Dallas
2.1 Latitude: 320 N
2.2 dent Temperature: January - 460F
August - 85OF
2.3 Heating Degree Days: Yearly - 2382
January - 626
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2.4 Arnual Caolin(,j Pours: 1f'70
2.5 Peek Pdily Insolatiop: 7358 Billlft 0 4;Pangle trom hnrid-no
2.6 Yearly Sunshine: 68,^
3.0 SOLAR ENERGY SYSILM
3.1 Application: Space Heating - 81/ 0,0
Not Water Heating - 100""
3.2 Solar Collector Description:
3.2.1 Type: Flat Plate (used w. roof over lobby)
3.2.2 Fluid Modium: Water - 30'A', ethylene-glycol solution
3.2.3 Manufacturer/Model: Soldrgcnics Series 76
3.2.4 Collector Dimension: 3' X 19 1 X 3-3/4®
3.2.5 Collector Gla?ing: Single glazed
3.2.6 Collector Area: 1,596 ^quarp feet
3.2,7 Collector Orientation:
a. Azimuth: 23oWast of South
b. Tilt Angle: 42Pfrom horizon
3.3 Hot Water Storage Systcu:
3.3.1 Type: Cylirdrical concrete tanks
3.3.2 Capacity: 2 tanks @ 2,300 gallons each
Total - 4,600 gallons
3.3.3 Dimensions: Diameter - 1'-0"
Height - 71-611
Wall Thickness - 10-3/41 1
3,3.4 Insulation: 3 11 urethane
4.0 BACK-UP SYSTEM
4.1 Hot Water Heating: Electric boiler
4.2 Space Heaing: Multizone variable air volume unit
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PROJECT CHRONOLOGY
1.0 June, 1977 - Lon W. Travis/Earl E. Braun, Jr., Partnership was noti-
fied by ERDA (now DOE) that the proposed solar project has been
selected for negotiation of a cooperative agreement.
2.0 Sept. 15, 19?? - Lon W. Travis/Earl E. Braun, Jr., Partnership was
awarded a contract which stipulated that ERDA would finance 84.5% of
the estimated total cost.
3.0 Nov. 149 1977 - The building drawings and solar design drawings were
finished.
4.0 Jan. 5, 1978 - Groundbreaking ceremonies at ONE SOLAR PLACE were held.
5.0 Feb., 1978 1 - A preconstruction meeting was held with the General Contractor
to decide on construction scheduling and a construction start-up date.
6.0 Aril, 1978 - Site preparation began. The construction site was graded
and foundation laid.
7.0 Jun^ 1978-The   (2) two 2300 gallori concrete hot water storage tanks
were installed.
8.0 July, 19781 - The steel framing skeleton was finished.
9.0 Oct., 1978 - All solar collectors were mounted.
10.0 March, 1979 - All electrical and plumbing work was completed.
11.0 July 11, 1979 - Acceptance testing was finished and ONE SOLAR PLACE was
declared operational upon agreement between designated authorities from
DOE and Earl E. Braun, Jr.
F
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Steel Framing for Collector Roofing and Structure
Wood Framing Finished
>1	 I'( is	 OI	 Y
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Alignment of Colle y. ors
IS)
i 'i
Mountinq of Collectors With Crane
-7-
r"14.
Mounting of Collectors With Crane
Alignment of Collectors
-8-
View of Collector Headers from Inside the Lobby
f'
Hot Water Storage Tanks with Piping
-9-
Piping, Gauges, Thermometers, Controls...
in Mechanical Room
Digital Control Panel Box
in Mechanical Room
-10-
Uk: ruuit (2^ 
\Ll i ^'
All Collectors Installed
Frontal View - ONE SOLAR PLACE
-11-
ONE SOLAR PLACE - Side View
ONE SOLAR PLACE At Sun Rise
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PROJECT_ COST
ITEM ,($), ACTUAL	 ,)-
Collactors $26,000.00 $282950.00
Storage Tank and Base 2$00.00 6,657.00
Supporting Structure for Collet :ors 29000.00 20100.00
Insulation 3,000.00 69000.00
pumps 11100.00 39100.00
Heat Exchanger 1,200.00 1,200.00
(2) Emersion Heat Exchangers 00.00 4,461.00
Controls 2,500.00 22500.00
Piping and Valves 100000.00 102414.00
Construction Labor 15,000.00 150000.00
Construction Overhead 42000.00 49000.00
Subtotal - Construction Cost J67s3OO.O0 $821,382.00
Direct Labor Overhead
(Administration) 29000.00 22000.00
Engineer and Architectural Fees 7,500.00 72500.00
Travel 250.00 161.00
Total Project Construction Cost $779050.00 $929043.00
n	 n
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ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
AND RESULTS
0
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iI.	 INTRODUCTION:
This solar system Acceptance Test Plan describes procedures to be followed
to verify that all components and subsystems are installed and functioning
according to quality engineering practice. The Acceptance Test Plan also
is performed to show that the complete system is free of irregularities and
in accordance with design intention. The complete system includes a solar
loop system, a hot water storage system and a domestic hot water system.
This test plan checks the following items:
A. Solar Loop System:
A.1 GPM Flow through Solar Loop
A.2 Heat Collection Performance of Collectors
A.3 Over-Temperature-Control (O.T.C.)
A.4 Chemical Feeder
A.5 Operation of Pump P•l
A.6 Backflow Prevention
A.7 Collector Outgassing
A.8 Collector Roof Leaks
B. Heating HoL Water System:
B.1 Adequate Pump Pressure
B.2 Back-up Boiler
8.3 Drainage of Hot Water Storage Tanks
B.4 Automatic Operation of Pump P-2
B.5 Backflow Prevention
B.6 Hot Water System Safety Alarm
- 18 -
C. Domestic Not Water loop:
C.1 Expansion Tanks
C.2 Cold Water-Not Water Mixing Valve
C.3 Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV)
D. Miscellaneous:
D.1 Plumbing Lebks.
D.2 Non-growth of Algae. Fungi, etc.
D.3 Log of Temperatures
D.4 Temperature Comparison
D.5 Space Heating/Air Conditioning
D.6 Master A/C Control Panel
I1.	 TIM,	 ING:
This Acceptance Test Plan was performed on and before July 11, 1979,
as mutually agreed upon by designated authorities from ERDA (DOE)
and the Lon W. Travis/Earl E. Braun, Jr., Partnership. The ONE SOLAR PLACE
office building solar energy system was declared operational on
July 11,, 1979.
III, PROCEDURE AND RESULTS:
A. Solar Loop:
This loop circulates an ethylene-glycol-water solution through 28
Solargenics' flat plate collectors and into a heat exchanger to heat
the hot water system. This loop also includes an over-temperature
control (O.T.C.).
- 19
A.1 GPM Flow Through Solar Loop: While solar loop is operating.
measure pressure differential from gauges located on discharge
and vacuum side of pump P-1 (solar loop pump). From pump
manufacturer's pump curve, obtain corresponding flow rate through
solar loop; i.e. net flow through collectors.
Results: The following itiformation was recorded and
calculated on July 2. 1979	 Solar loop
TIME	 At V541 1	 GPM
	
12:30 P.M.	 32	 45
	
1:30 P.M.	 32	 45
	
2:30 P.M.	 32	 45
	
3:30 P.M.	 33	 44
	
4:30 P.M.	 32	 45
A.2 Heat Collection Performance: On a normal operating day, with
pumps P-1 and P-2 on, at any one instant measure BTU insolation,
west collector supply water temperature (TS6), west collector
return water temperature (TS7), and ambient temperature (TS12).
BTU insolation is to be measured with a ryranometer on the west
collector frame. Pyranometer must be at same angle as collectors.
From this data and collector manufacturer specifications, cal-
culate collector efficienty. Repeat this procedure three other
times throughout the day. From net GPM flow through collectors
(see AM and AT through collectors (TS7, TS6), BTU output of
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collector may be found and thus the collector efficiency. Compare
this efficiency with the efficiency obtained using collector
manufacturer specifications as described above.
Results: Inaccurate results were obtained because of a small
oT across the collectors. See Figure 1 for the collector
efficiency curve furnished by the collector manufacturer.
A.3 Over-Temperature Control Unit (O.T.C.): To check to see that
O.T.C. is functioning, set O.T.C. thermostat (inside control
panel box) below west collector control temperature TC7. Go
out on roof to checx that O.T.C. unit comes on. Check to see
that "Storage Too Hot" indicator light comes on (located on
control panel box). Note: This light should also come on if
1	 A
storage tanks ever reach 200 degrees F.
Results-, O.T.C. functions properly as commanded by the O.T.C.
thermostat. "Storage Too Hot" indicator light functions
properly.
AA Chemical Feeder: To insure freeze protection, chemical feeder
must be supplying ethylene glycol to solar loop. To check,
close valves S-11 and S-12 (with solar pump P-1 on). Immediately
immerse a hydrometer into chemical feeder to measure gravity.
From specific gravity, minimum operating temperature is obtained.
21 -
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Results:_ At the time of the Acceptance Test Plan in July,
1979, no ethylene glycol was used in the solar loop because
it is not needed for the summer months. In late September or
early October of each fall season, ethylene glycol is added
into the solar loop for a 30% ethylene-glycol-water solution.
to give freeze protection down to 30 F.
A.•5 Automatic Operation of Pump P-1: Pump P-1 (Solar Loop Pump) and
P-2 (Heating Hot Water System Pump) are set automatically to
come on simultaneously when collector temperature is 20 degrees F.
greater than hot water storage tank temperature. Both pumps are
set automatically to shut off when collector temperature drops
to 5 degrees F. above storage tank temperature. However, there
are two banks of collectors (east and west) and two hot water
storage tanks (east and west). Two switches located inside the
control panel box determine which bank of collectors and which
hot water storage tank are to be used for temperature control.
One switch is labeled "Solar Sensor" and switches collector temper-
ature control to east (TC6) or west (TC5) bank of collectors. The
second switch is labeled "Storage Sensor" and switches temperature
control to east (TC1) or west (TC2) hot water storage tanks. Two
differential thermostats inside the control panel box are used
to accomplish automation of pumps P-1 and P-2. On a normal oper-
h
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sting day, AT-On is set at 20 degrees F. for pumps to come on
and p T-Off is set at 5 degrees F. for pumps to shut off. To
verify automatic operation of pumps, switch "Solar Sensor" to
"West" and "Storage Sensor" to "West". Set A T-On to zero. Check
to see that pumps P-1 and P-2 come on; green indicator lights on
control panel box should came on.* To see that pumps P-1 and
P-2 shut off automatically, increase AT-Off from zero. Check to see
that pumps P-1 and P-2 shut off; green indicator lights should
go off. Automatic operation of pumps P-1 and P-2 may also
be checked by switching "Solar Sensor" to "East" and "Storage
Sensor" to "East" and repeating the above procedure.
Results: Both pumps P-1 and P-2 function automatically as
commanded by differential thermostats AT-On and AT-Off.
Both pump indicator lights operate properly.
A.6 Backflow Prevention: Visually inspect location of check valve
to be on discharge side of Pump P-1.
A.7 Collector Outgassing: Visually inspect collectors for outgassing,
looking for a thin film on the collector glazing.
*NOTE: The two differential thermostats, AT-On and !IT-Off are not effective
until collector temperature reaches hot water storage tank temperature,
i.e., when TC7 approaches TC1.
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JRes ults: , No observable collector outgassing was observed.
Temporary moisture, however, had condensed on a few collectors.
A.8 Collector Roof Leaks: During a rain storm. visually inspect
collector roofing for rain leakage.
Results: Four rain water leaks were found between the collectors
at the Joints. One leak was found over the mechanical room
and three leaks were found over the office lobby. These have
been re-caulked and rain water leaks are now at a minimum,
although stil l. existent.
B. Heating Hot Water System:
The hot water system consists of a heat exchanger where heat is
absorbed, two 2300 gallon storage tanks with heat exchangers, a
	 ,.
back-up electric boiler, and a variable air volume multizone unit.
B.1 Adequate Pump Pressure: When hot water system pump P-2 is
on, record pressure difference from two pressure gauges located
on the discharge and vacuum side of pump P-2. From manu-
facturer specifications, obtain corresponding flow rate. Check
to see that this flow rate exceeds 50 GPM, then pump pressure
is adequate.
Results: A AP = 25 psi across pump P-2 was found on July 8, 1979.
This corresponds to a flow of 62 GPM which exceeds the minimum
flow of 50 GPM for adequate heat transfer,
- 24 -	 5
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IB.2 Back-up Boiler: Set boiler thermostat at or below TC4. Check
to see that boiler comes on and that indicator light "Boiler
On" (located on control panel box) comes on.
Results: Boiler comes on as commanded by differential
thermostat.
B.3 Drainage of 2300 Gallon Not Water Tanks: To drain east tank,
close valves 90, 76, 39, and 41. Open valves 86 and 79. To
fill east tank, close valve 86. Open valves 90, 76, 39, 41, 79.
After east tank is filled to 6 inches below lid (see east sight
glass), close valves 76 and 79. To drain west tank, close valves.
91 9 77, 40, and 42. Open valves 87 and 88. To fill west tank,
close valve 87. Open valves 91, 77, 40, 42 and 88. After west tank
is filled to 6 inches below lid (see west sight glass), close
valves 77 and 88.
Results: All valves are intact. Both tanks were drained
and filled. However, during filling operations, air pockets
formed in both sight glasses and it took some time for the
air pockets to "settle" out to give true sight glass readings.
B.4	 Operation of Pump P-2: See A.S.
B.5	 Backflow Prevention: Visually inspect location of check valve
to be just above discharge side of pump P-2.
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6.6 Hot Water System Safety Alarm: If the hot water loop temperature
reaches the boiling point of water 212 0 F (and thus creates
unwanted steam), a pipe thermostat (located next to valve H-25)
sounds an alarm. To verify that the alarm is working, lower
pipe thermostat to or below temperature TC 8. To silence alarm,
push "Silence" button located on control panel box. Also,
when alarm sounds, check to see that indicator light "System
Too Hot" comes on.
Results: The hot water system safety alarm was not functioning.
Pipe thermostat is suspect and is being checked on and will be
repaired by General Contractor.
C. Domestic Hot Water Loop:
The domestic hot water loop sends hot water to hot water fixtures
throughout the building. The building cold water system provides
cold water make-up to the solar loop, the heating loop and the hot
water storage tanks. This domestic hot water system includes a
domestic hot water heater, hot water-cold water mixing valve, pres-
sure reducing valve, and expansion tanks.
C.1 Expansion Tanks:
C.la 100 Gallon Expansion Tank: Visually inspect sight glass
on east side of 100 gallon expansion tank. For normal
operation, expansion tank sight glass should show about
one-half air and one-half water.
C.lb 15 Gallon Expansion Tanks (2): Visually inspect for leaks
and check to see that expansion tanks are operating
properly.
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C.2 Cold Water-Hot Water Mixing Valve: 'temperature is automatically
set inside the valve. Visually inspect location near domestic
hot water heater.
C.3 Pressure Reducing Valve (PRV): City pressure of supply water
is usually around 75 psi. Check pressure gauge in solar loop
on the vacuum side to be around 10-15 psi. This shows the
PRV is functioning properly.
Results: The solar loop pump vacuum pressure gauge reads
15 psi; therefore, the PRV is functioning properly.
D. Miscellaneous:
D.1 Inspect all plumbing for leaks. 	 9
Results: All plumbing leaks were repaired.
D.2 Growth of Algae, Fungi, Mold, or Mildew: Visually inspect
piping. Also inspect strainer valves S-15 and L-38.
Results: All piping was inspected as clean and free of
any noticeable algae, fungi, mold or mildew.
D.3 Log of temperatures: A log of temperatures is recorded 3 or
4 times daily to check performance of various components and
subsystems in the ONE SOLAR PLACE office building. All
- 27 -
temperature measuring devices are solid state thermistors,
The following are a list of the temperatures recorded from
the control panel box;
Solar LooD
TS) - East Storage Tank--Lower
TS2 - East Storage lank--Upper
TS3 - West Storage Tank--Lower
TS4 - West Storagf Tank--Upper
TS5 - East Collector Supply Water
TS6 - West Collector Supply Water
TS7 - West Collector Return Water
TS8 - Solar Supply to Heat Exchanger
TS9 - Solar Return from Heat Exchanger
Heating Hot Water Loop
TS12 - Outdoor Air Temperature
TS13 - Multizone Duct Return Air Temperature
TS14 - Heating Hot Water Supply to Heat Exchanger
TS15 - Heating Hot Water Return from Heat Exchanger
TS16 - Leaving Water from Domestic H.W. Heater
TS17 - Leaving Hot Water from Boiler
TS18 - Hot Water Supply to Multizone
TS19 - Hot Water Return from Multizone
- 28 -
Results: See Table 1 and Table 2.
D.4 Temperature Comparison: There are five thermometers located in
various places to visually read and compare thermistor
temperatures found on control panel box.
Results: Date July 3, 1979
thermometer Reading 0 F. Temperature Reading 0F.(Control Box)
T1 - 164 TS9	 - 169
T2 - 165 TS18 - 168
T3 - 162 TS17 - 165
T4 - 166 TS6	 - 179
T5 - 166 TS5	 - 177
D.5 Space Heating/Air Conditioning: The multizone Variable Air
Volume controls space heating and air conditioning through the
office building. To see that air conditioning comes on, during
hot weather months, turn thermostats down to desired temperature.
To check that space heating operates, turn all thermostats in
building up to heating conditions.
Results: Space heating and air conditioning functioning
properly.
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JD.6 Master A/C Control Panel: The Master A/C Control Panel (located
first floor lobby) has automatic control over the air conditioning
system. It also has an automatic switch to control the fan and
compressor of the condensing unit. An after hours timer will
shut air conditioning system off after a desired time period of
up to 12 hours. There are four indicator lights on the Master
A/C Control Panel. These include a "System" light, a "Heating
Inoperative" light. a "Condensing Unit Inoperative" light and
a "Dirty Filter" light. Check to see that these lights are
functioning properly.
Results: Master A/C Control Panel functions properly.
- END -
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ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN DATA
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SYSTEM DESIGN CHANGES AND
CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS
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SYSTEM DESIGN CHANGES FROM ORIGINAL
PROPOSAL AND CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS
1.0 DESIGN CHANGES
1.01 Perhaps the biggest change in design involves the hot water storage
tanks. By original design, there were to be three hot water storage
tanks located ouside the ONE SOLAR PLACE office building, serving
as supports for a porte cochere. It was decided, however, to use
two larger 2300 gallon hot water tanks, installed on a concrete
slab in the office lobby. This design change resulted in a more
simple piping system and smaller storage tank heat losses and there-
fore, more cost effectiveness.
1.02 Heat exchangers were added to the inside of each 2300 gallon hot
water storage tank. This gives a second protection from the ethylene
glycol-water solution. More importantly, without the heat exchangers,
hydrostatic pressure resulting from city water pressure of 15 psi
on a 7 foot diameter concrete storage tank lid would result in an
uplift force of 83,000 pounds, which greatly exceeds the weight of
of the concrete slab and would blow the lid off the hot wate- storage
tank.
2.0 CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS
2.01 Each concrete hot water storage tank has developed a slow seepage
leak at one time or another. To solve this, each tank was drained at
different times completely and allowed to dry for days. This stopped
the seepage.
2.02 The temperature sensors in each hot water storage tank have malfunc-
tioned but since have been repaired.
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2.03 Pumps P-1 (solar loop pump) and P-2 (system loop pump) have tripped-
off undesirably on hot days because the mechanical room gets too hot.
New pump seals will be installed and a larger exhaust fan will be
installed in the mechanical room to solve this problem.
2.04 Rain leaks through collector flashing joints. Approximately
five leaks occur between the collector modules when there is a
south blowing rain. During a light rain, several leaks can 'still
be observed. The collectors will expand approximately 3/8" over
the 20 foot length of the collector due to thermal expansion.
Sealing was to be accomplished with sponge rubber gaskets
compressed from 112" to 1/4" by the module cases. (Figure 1)
However, the collector spacing was greater than 1/4" in some places.
Before finishing the space below the solar collector roof, all
module joints should be leak tested from all directions with a
pressurized hose. Floor tile or something other than carpet should
be used as a floor below the collector array. Expansion and con-
traction provisions for the collectors should be provided. One
possible way of sealing between collector modules might be accom-
plished with a gasketted mechanical interlock, if the module cover
support was refabricated as shown in Figure 2. The solution to
the present sealing problem is to apply generous amounts of silicone
sealant under and around the flashing where a leak is found with
the hose.
Flashing
Silicone Sealant
^-	 lashing
Module Case	 Module Case	
Silicone  Sealant
Gasket	 dule Case
Figure One
	
Aluminum-
Extrusion
Figure Two
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START-UP PROCEDURE
I. Fill Hot Water Storage Tanks.
A. East Tank - Close valve 86. Open valves 90, 76, 39, 41, 79. After
tank is filled to 6 inches below lid (use sight gage), close valves
76 and 79.
B. West Tank - Close valve 87. Open valves 91, 77, 40, 42 and 88.
After tank is filled to 6 inches below lid, close valves 77 and 88.
II. Add ethylene-glycol to solar loop to obtain a 30% glycol/70% water
solution. Refer to Appendix D - "Manual Chemical By-Pass Feeders" for
instructions.
III Check to see that pump breakers are closed in electrical power panel.
IV. Check to see that control panel breaker is closed in electrical power
panel.
V. Automatic operation of pumps P-1 and P-2. (Control Panel in Mechanical Room)
A. In control panel box, set AT-On differential thermostat to 20 0 F.
B. In control panel box, set AT-Off differential thermostat to 5 0 F.
C. Turn switch on control panel to "Auto" for Pumps P-1 and P-2.
VI. Over Temperature Control - In control panel box, set O.T.C. to 200 0 F.
VII. The remainder of the temperature controllers and sensors were set
before installation.
VIII. Fill all systems with water.
A. Heating Hot Water System - Open valve 49 and 50.
B. Domestic Hot Water System - Open valves 43, 44 and 46.
IX.	 Set room thermostats at desired temperature.
X.	 Verify that 7-day Time Clock is on desired setting.
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A
JXI.	 A/C Control Fanel in Downstairs Lobby
A. Set "System Switch" to "Auto".
B. In cooling season, turn "Condensing Unit' switch to "Auto".
C. In heating season, make sure night setback thermostat lochted
above cortrol panel is set at 450 F.
XII. Heating SeAson - Set boiler thermostat inside boiler at 110 0F. for
backua heating.
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JOPERATING AND MAINTENANCE
INSTRUCTIONS
I. Chemical Feeder - Periodic and annual additions of ethylene-glycol
to the solar loop are required to insure freeze protection in the
winter months to 3 0
 F. (Refer to Appendix D for initial charge of
Chemical Feeder).
A. Monitoring - During winter months, check every two weeks to
insure system has 30% ethylene-glycol 70% water.
B. Add ethylene-glycol as needed.
C. At the beginning of each heating season, check PH factor of
glycol solution and neutralize as required to a PH of 6.7 to 7.4.
D. During summer months no monitoring is required.
II. Pumps - Refer to Appendix G. Pumps are life-time lubricated and do
not require periodic oiling.
III. Strainers - All strainers are to be cleaned monthly for the first six
months and every three months thereafter.
IV. Collectors - Location of collectors prevents operating personnel from
performing any maintenance or trouble shooting. Solar contractor will
perform these functions.
V. Boiler - Refer to Appendix H.
A. Inspected, cleaned, and if necessary adjusted once a year by a
qualified serviceman.
B. Frequently check the boiler operating pressure.
VI. Multizone VAV Unit - Refer to Appendix I.
A. Night Setback Thermostat - Located in the main lobby of building
above control panel. Set at 45 0 F. Will automatically activate
heating if temperature drops below 45 0 F. in building.
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JB. Control Panel for heating and air conditioning is located in the
main lobby and consists of the following: (A;so rcrer to Appendix I,
pgs. 1C-13)
1. System On Light - Green indicates system is operatinc,.
2. Heating Inoperative Light - Red light cams on, Refer to
Appendix I, Page 8 for service instructions.
3. Condensing Unit Inoperative Light - Red light comes on, refer
to Appendix I, page 9 for service instructions.
4. Dirty Filter Light - Red light comes on, change filter.
5. Auto/Off Switch - Set on Auto at all times, unless units are being
serviced.
6. After Hours 12 Hour Timer - May be set for one to twelve hours
manually. Turn this switch only when unit is off at night.
7. Condensing Unit Auto/Off Switch - Set at Auto in cooling season, and
Off during heating season.
VII. Solar Hot Water Heater - Refer to Appendix B.
VIII. Over Temperature Control Unit- Refer to Appendix C.
Annually the purge coil system should be inspected and checked as
follows:
1. Purge Coil
Clean and inspect the coil and coil guard to be sure they are
free of obstructions. Turn off power to unit and wash coil and
coil guard with a garden hose.
2. Oil fan motor:
a. Motor without oiling ports - Prelubricated and sealed. No
further lubrication required under normal operation.
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b. Motor with oiling rarts - Add i few drops of SAE No. 10 non-
detergent oil in motor oilin(i { ports. Access to the fan motor
may require unbolting and lowering the fan motor/fan guard
assembly.
3. Visually inspect connecting lines and coil for evidence of
fluid leaks.
4. Check all wiring for evidence of loose connections.
5. Check for correct voltage at unit (unit operating).
b. Check amp-draw on fan motor.
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING
I.	 Power:
Control Panel (Mechanical Room)
Problem - No power to panel.
1. Check electric power from power panel to insure that circuit breaker
016 is closed.
2. Check to see if fuse is blown inside control panel. (Fuse is white with
an "L" on it.)
II.	 Pumps:
Solar Loop Pump P-1 and Hot Water System Pump P-2
A.
	 Proble(l) - Pump will not run,
1. Check motor starter/disconnect switch to make sure it is closed,
2. Check breakers in power panel to see if tripped.
Pump P-1: #22, 23, 24
Pump P-2: N19, 20, 21
3. Check to see if differential thermostat AT-On in control panel
is set at 200 F. (Note: AT-Or, is not effective until collector
temperature TC7 or TC5 reaches hot water storage tank temperature
TC 1 or TC 2.)
4. Check to see if "Solar Sensor" and "Solar Storage" controllers in
control panel are both turned to either East or West,
B.	 Problem - Pumps run continuously,
1.	 Check control panel switch to make sure it is on "Automatic
Mode" not "On" i, A tion.
-4g-
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2.	 Check AT-Off is set at 50F. (Note: AT-Off differential
thermostat is not effective until collector temperature TC7 or
TC 5 reaches hot water ,
 storage temperature TC1 or TC2).
III. Over Temperature Coistrol Unit (OTC):
Problem - Unit will not function
1. Check electric power panel to see if breaker M3 is tripped.
2. Check OTC thermostat in control panel is set at 2000
 F. Lower
setting to circulating water temperature to see that it turns on.
IV. Boiler:
Probl em - Unit will not function
1. Check to see that 175 amp breaker in power panel is not tripped.
2. Refer to Appendix H-2 "Trouble-Shooting for Water Boilers".
V.	 Air Conditioning Unit:
Control Panel in Downstairs Lobby
	 ,A
Problem - "Heating Inoperative" red light comes on. - Refer to Appendix I-8.
Problem - "Condensing Unit Inoperative" red light comes on. - Refer to
Appendix 1-9.
Problem - None of system indicator lights are functioning. - Check to see
if 2250 amp breaker in power panel is tripped.
Problem - "Dirty Filter" red light comes on. - Change filter.
VI. Heating Hot Water System Safety Alarm:
Problem - Alarm sounds and "System Too Hot" light comes on.
1. Push "Silence" button located on control panel.
2. Check to see if Pump P-2 is operating. If it is not on in "Auto"
mode, switch to "On". If it does not come on, refer to Section II-
"Pumps".
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VII. Storage Tanks:
Problem - Tank leaks.
Refer to page 25. B.3 "Drainage of 2300 Gallon Not Water Tanks"
Allow tank to dry out for several days before refilling.
VIII Collectors:
Problem - Roof Leaks
1. Identify exact location on underside of collectors where water leaks.
2. • Check caulking on top of collectors where leak appeared.
3. Recaulk area or identify more severe problem.
I	 !
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OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND
PRODUCT APPENDICES OF
ONE SOLAR PLACE SYSTEM COMPONENTS
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APPENDIX A
SOLAR COLLECTORS
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3
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1
lSHW1 5
5
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Water piping connections mpt fin.) 314 18 31418 3!4.18
Collector piping connections fpt (on) 112 18 112.18 1/218
Electrical characteristics I IS volt 60 Hertiil phase
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OPERATION AND MA'NTENANCE
1- OPERATION
A - System Function
Once the entire Lennox LSHW solar water hosting system has been
installed and the transfer fluid and storage tank systems are filled,
the system will uperste by Itself. The pump controller will register
temperatures fro n the collector sensor and the storage tank sensor,
activating the purnp as required. Important :n the operation is the
temperature differ ance between the two sensors, referred to as the
"hT". If the temperature at the collector is equal to the temperature
of the storage tank the oump will be off. When the AT between the
collector and the tank increases (example: the sun begins to heat the
collectors) to 3' t 1', the pump will run intermittently, providing an
vrnount of fluid circulation proportional to the AT. As the tempera-
ture difference between sensors increases so does the rate at which
the pump provides circulation. When the tem perature difference
reaches 11' the pump will be on steadily and will r:ontinue until the
AT becomes less than I V. The pump will then proportionally circu-
late less fluid until the AT is again 3' or less. At this point the pump
will shut off until the sensor temperatures require transfer fluid
circulation.
B - Components and Functions
1 - Air Vent Valve
Located at the top of the transfer fluid system, this valve is a float
type valve which will release air only. As fluid enters the valve, the
f l oat rises and closes the tent port. Any air in the system will be
allowed to escape at this valve particularly when filling the sys-
tern, See Figure 13.
2 - Pressure Relief Valve
Located at the top of the LSM1 module, (Figure 1), this valve will
release any pressure in the transfer fluid system in excess of 5C
psi (345 kPa). The discharge from this vnl y - may exceed 200'F
OTC). Because of this temperature, the Pressure Relief Valve
must be plumbed to an open drain. Wate released from this
valve is unsafe, glycol contam:naied water.
3 - Temperature and Pressure Relief Valve
Located at the side of the LS ►A1 module, (Figure 1), this valve will
discharpe water from the Storago Tank when the stored water
reaches a temperature of 210'F (99'C). This valve purges excess
heat accumulated in the tin ansfer fluid by reieas'r,g heater water
from the storage tr,nk and replacing it with cold supply water
This addition of -old  water will cool the collectors and transfer
fluid. The Temperature and Pressure Relief Valve must be
plumbed to an open drain.
4 - Expansion Tank
The expansion tank absorbs the expansion ; nd contraction of the
transfer fluid which may : ary from --20'F (-29'C) in winter to
240'F 016'C) in summer. The expansion tank is a diaphram type
which is pressurized to 12 ps? M2.7 kPa! and sealed. Do riot open
tank. If tank should ever be opened or dep • essurized, recharge
with 12 psi (82.7 kPa) of air.
C - Pump Controller
1 - "AUTO position —
The pump controller has 3 positions. "AUTO" is the switch pusi-
tion for normal operation. M the temperature tiffertnce between
the tank and the collector is great enough, I V or more the pump
will run steadily (indicator light Is on continuously) to circulate
fluid through collectors. The pump will run intermittently (indi-
cator light is "blinking") to circulate a proportional amount of
fluid through collectors as temperature of tank approaches
temperature of cc, ,ctors --- AT is between 3' and 11', When
indicator light is off (switch still in "Auto" position) the storage
tank is up to a proper temperature and the pump is oft.
2 - "ON" and "OFF" posltions —
The "ON" and "OFF" controller switch positions are for service
operations only. With switch in "ON" position the pump will run
continuously. With sv.0 tch in "OFF" position pump will not oper-
ate. DO NOT LEAVE PUMP IN OFF POSITION FOR EXTENDED
PERIOD OF TIME. In summer the collectors may overheat without
rl,culation.
D - Pump Motor
A two speed pump motor is provided with the LSM1 module. Low
speed is recommended for the most satisfactory operation. The
switch is located on the backside of motor electrical connection box.
"1 Dash" position is the recommended speed. Ct.ack to be sure the
"l Dash" side of the switch is depressed. Set mechanics! head
adjustment (bottom of pump) on "5" or MAXIMUM. See Figure 2.
DEPRESS FOR
RECOMMENDED,
LOW SPEEDOPCRATION
8
ADJUSTMENTMotor ElectricalConnection Box
 —^
MECHANICAL 
(Set at MAXIMUM)
^r
ISOLATION VALVE 	 ISOLATION VALVE
PUMP VENT PLUG
Figure 2
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APPENDIX C
OVER TEMPERATURE CONTROL UNIT
(PURGE COIL)
DIMENSIONS	 C
TOP VIEW
25 in
(635 mm)
1 . 3/6 tn. (35 mm) OD. DIAMETER
COPPER TUBING
AM IIOW
INLET_
I	 10-510 in.
!270 mm)
OUTLET
21 in.
(533 mm)
ELECTRICAL JUNCTION BOX
REAR VIEW
21111 in.	 I
(711 mm)
SIDE VIEW
(VERTICAL AIR DISCHARGE SHOWN)
OPERATION/MAINTENANCE
I. - OPE RATION
The HRW1 purge coil is an automatically controlled high tempera
lure limiting device Its function is to prevent an excessive buildup of
heat in the collector loop fluid When there Is no demand for space
heating or domestic hot water and the storage tank is charged to its
designed temperature, any heat gathered by the solar collectors is
rstarned in the collector loop fluid. When the temperature of the
collectot loop fluid reaches the setting of the p.irge aqua-stet (not
supplied with purge coil unit) the collector loop fluid is routed
through this purge coil and the fan is energized. Heat is dissipated to
the outside air at the coil, lowering the collector loop temperature
and preventing over heating of the collectors and collector fluid The
purge coil will automatically activate and deactivate as it cools the
collector loop to the designed safe temperature or until other heat
requiring demands can absorb the collector solar energy.
0R 1 ('"11,
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II MAINTENANCE
Annually the purge coil system should be inspected and checked as
follows:
1 - Purge Coil
Clean and inspect the coil and coil guard to be suretheyers free of
obstructions Turn off power to unit and wash coil d coil guard
with it garden hose.
2 - Oil fan motor:
a - Motor without oiling ports - Prelubricated and sealed. No
further lubrication required under normal operation
b - Motor with oiling ports - Add a few drops of SAE No. 10 non-
detergent oil in motor oiling ports. Access to the fan motor
may require unbolting and lowering the fan motorffan guard
assembly.
3 - Visually inspect connecting lines and coil for evidence of fluid
leaks.
4 - Check all wiring for evidence of loose connections
5 - Check for correct voltage at unit (unit operating).
6 - Check amp-draw on fan motor
Una nameplate	 Actual
INSTALLATION
C
I ';HWPIN(, ANU PACKING I IST
Package I of 1 eentalns
1 HRW 1 Coil Unit
4 - legs (Vertical discharge)
Pisstk Dag ronlalnins:
2 - Mounting brackets (Horizontal discharge)
24 - 16 Lockwashers
24 - I6 . 32 x 112" Screws
0 - SHAPING DAMAGE
Carefully Inspect unn for shipping damage If any damage is found,
immediately, consult the last carrier.
Iff - GFNI RAIL
These instructions are only intended as a general guide and do not
supersede local codes. Authorities having lurrsdrehon should be
consulted prior to installation
IV • APPLICATION
The HHW 1 Purge Coil is intended for application with other t ennox
solar equipment in a designed solar energy system The purge wit
may be installed outdoors with vertical diucharge or indoors with
horizontal discharge and is for use with a maxirnu.-v) of 30 Lennox
solar collector$
V - LOCATING AND SETTING UNrT
A sound absorbing material (such as Isomode; should always be
used under unit if it is installed in a position or location that will
trop -imit sound or vibnftion to the living area or to adjacent build-
ings. Refer to unit dimension drawing to site mounting slab, plat-
forms or supports
A - Vertical Discharge Outdoor Appiication
1 - blob Mounting
When installing unit at gi ade level, install on a level slab high
enough above the grade to allow adequate drainage of water.
Top of the slab should be located so run-off water from higher
ground will not colloct around unit.
OUTSIDE APPLICATION
Fk,URF 2
3 - Service Clearances
Rofer to Figure 3 for propur serviceiinataIlotion clearances.
Unobstructed air flow to and from the unit is important for
proper unit performance.
SERVICE CLEARANCES
jVERT1CAL DISCHARGE)
CONNECTING PLUMBING THROUGH WALL
	 Rio\HRW I UNIT
j	 I	 1 4 in. (102 mm)
above grade
CIJ
1	 +
—CONCRETE OR ISOMODE BASE
Refer to "Dimensions" illustration on Page Ito determine parr
s i te.
FIGURE 1
2 - Roof Mounting
Install the unit a minimum of 4 inches above the surface of the
roof Care must be taken to insure that the weight of unit is
properly distributed over roof joints and rafters Either red-
wood or steel supports are recommended.
• ^.vr^ ^cn^wc ^^-^-ca^•
Min
	 i
 
1
113015mmY
UNRESTRICTED AIR FLOW 	 ^
FROM TOP OF UN
MINIMI. M
T ``	 INSTALLATION
..a^ El I CLEARANCE
2 in.
FIGURE 3
C-2
HORIZONTAL DISCHARGE
Install 2 brackets
on bottom of unit
HRWI . 130-1 WIRING DIAGRAM
AIR fLOW
Mounting Bracket ^^ 	 1
o U.S .A	 _ 526,0951Y	 jHRW1 PURGE COIL
FIELD PROVIDED
LOUVRE
t26 In.(234mm x 264mm)
opening required
120VAC16011
TO CONTROLLER
• - Norisontal Discharge Indoor Application
Certain applications may require Installation of the NR W 1 Purge Coil
in on attic of other interior location. Figure 5 shows a representative
ank installation with the purge coil fan exhausting air through the
coil to the outdoors. Install the coil as follows:
1 • Provide r,1, opening 23 M 12' 1•.....I by 26 in. (264mm) and • field
provided and installed louvre.
2 - Position  HRW 1 Purge Cod unit against opening in desired posi-
tion (determined by installer).
3 - Fasten unit at bosom using (2) provided mounting brackets.
4 - NRW 1 fan will exhaust 2100 efm 10 99 m ess) If attic air infiltration
is not a sufficient supply, an additional louvredintake vent may be
required.
OTLIG
OF V
., ^U ^j,^ lY	 FIGURE 4
ATTIC APPLICATION
RIZONTAL DISCHARGE
v^SOLAR COLLECTOR
Weather Seal
VI - PLUMBING CONNECTION
The inlet and outlet pipes can be identified In the "Dimensions"
illustration on Page 1 Both inlet and outlet are 1 . 316 in. (35 mm) O D
copper tube Use proper copper sweat plumbing techniques to de-
bur, clean, flux and solder connecting piping to the inlet and outlet
tubes Install valves and test pons as required by the total designed
system schematic.
VII - ELECI AICAL CONNECTI3N
Wiring mutt conform to the National Electric Code (NEC) (NFPA No
70 19751ANSI C1 . 1975) and any Icsal codes.
Note - National Electric Code (NFPA No. 70 . 19751AW - C1 - 1975 is
available from:
National Fire Protection Association
470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.. 02210
An application diagram is provided in this instruction. Local or other
codes may require the installation of .I fused disconnect switch in the
power circuit to unit. Refer to the designed total system instruction
for proper connection of wiring to central controller.
VIII - CLEANUP
1 - Replace all electrical covers and access panels.
2 - Turn on power to unit.
3 - Refer to the total system instruction for operational check proce-
dures.
4 - Generally cleanup installation.
_.. -1.100I VOL IAOr 1N{IA ► IIOAT PAC T011V
LIM VOIfAGI TON INSIALLID
JUNCTION BOX
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FIGURE 5
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APPENDIX D
CHEMICAL FEEDER
f1O J 1
INSTALLATION and OPERATION
	 O	 1 1
	
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
	
p ., ^'''
	 1
MANUAL CHEMICAL
	
BY-PASS FEEDERS
	 I
	
"POT FEEDERS"
	 4=0
I	 ^I	 ,
	
THIS VALVE FOR DRAINING
	 I 1
MAKE UP LINE OR 1 ,
,YSTEM LINE
	 ( ,
	
O	 1
i I
I	 I
	
I	 I
	
SUPPORT LEG
	 Lj\	 1^I	 WATER FLOW MAY BE FROM
	
(	 EITHER DIRECTION. POT
	
I I	 FEEDER WORKS IN EITHER
1 I	 CASE.
OR1'
NOTE: PIPE AND FITTINGS IN
DOTTED AREA ARE NOT SUPPLIED.
A. Pot feeder should be empty when not in use. T
	 ipty,
close valves 11) and (2), open valve (3) and loo: . , filler
cap (5).
S. To fill pot feeder, close valves (1), (2), (3). Remove tiller
cap (51 and fill with treatment.
NOTE: IF YOU DO NOT FILL POT FEEDER TO THE
TOP WITH TREATMENT, YOU MUST TOP OFF WITH
WATER. THIS IS TO AVOID INTRODUCING AIR INTO
THE SYSTEM.
C. To add treatment into boiler, close filler cap (5), close
valve (4), open valves (1) and (2).
After treatment has left the feeder (not more than 30
seconds is required to accomplish this), open valve (4),
close valves (1) and (2). Follow procedure A. to drain
pot feeder.
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MANUAL CHEMICAL BY-PASS FEEDERS
"POT FEEDERS"
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PART & NAME SPECIFICATIONSB1 Valve, 3/4" Gate
#2 Valve, '/." Gate MODEL NUMBER SIZE INCHES APPROX. CAP. APPROX: SHIPPING
N3 Tank DIA.—LGTH (GAL.) WGT
#4 Valve, 1/z" Gate 6!/210 6% — 10 1 !/a 20 lbs.#5 Red. Tee, %" x Ma" O1 10-1616 6 35 lbs.N6 Unions 3/." (2 regd.)
#7 Top Cover (3'/a
Fleckenstein) BUILT FOR 12-5 LBS. MAXIMUM PRESSURE
M8 Nipples (6)
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APPENDIX E
MAIN HEAT EXCHANGER
i
L -
JMAIN HEAT EXCHANGER
TYPE: Water to water heat exchanger with steel shell and copper tube.
MANUFACTURER: TACO - Model No. B-12408-L
1160 Cranston Street
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920
TUBING: 3/4" copper
NO. OF PASSES: 4
TUBE CAPACITY: 30 GPM
TUBE TEMPERATURE "IN": 111OF
TUBE TEMPERATURE "OUT": 120OF
SHELL CAPACITY: 50 GPM
SHELL TEMPERATURE "IN": 130°F
SHELL TEMPERATURE "OUT" 1240F
PRESSURE DROP - TUBES: 1 Foot
PRESSURE DROP - SHELL: 2 Feet
HEAD MATERIAL: Cast Iron
TUBE PLATE MATERIAL: Cast Iron
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APPENDIX F
STORAGE TAMK NEAT EXCHANGERS
STORAGE TANK NEAT EXCHANGER
TYPE: Helical wound copper
LOCATION: One in each storage tank
FLOW: Reverse return
SURFACE AREA: 82.3 square feet
MANUFACTURER: 'Thermo-Pak, Inc.
P.O. Box 13223
Memphis, Tennessee
901-942-4684
PIPE CONNECTION: 2" union
PIPE SIZE: a) Helical pipe is 3/4", type "L" soft copper
b) Header (supply and return) is 2", type "L" hard drawn.
PHYSICAL DATA: a) 16" in diameter
b) 62" in height
c) Four sections of closely wound 3/4" pipe around the
2" supply and return riser
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APPEINDIX G
PUMPS
i1007 wm"
FRACT10UAI
H O R S E P O W E R
Types PE-B &PE-C PUMPS
HYDRODYNAMICS DIVISION
PEERLESS PUNIP
Los Angeles, California 90031 - 11101anapolts, Indiana 46208
1'Y
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dPERFORMANCE AT 3450 RPM
Types PE-B and PE-
Fractional Horsepower Fluidyne Pumps
Impellers selected for maximum service factor of motor rating
based on handling clear water
1600F max temperature	 80 psi max pressure
PE ISOC
0 P E 100
0 PE 7SC
0
n PE )BPE338
0
n	 _0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 80GALLONS PER MINUTE
289275!
PiMB -- 1/3 hp	 PE50B -- 1/2 hp
PE75C -_, 3/4 hp	 PE 1000 -- 1 hp	 PE 150C -- 1-1/2 hp
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Installations and Operation
INTRODUCTION -- Your Peerless Fluidyne
Pump will give the best possible service when
installed according to instructions'. Be sure to
read this entire bulletin carefully before start-
ing any installation operations. The Peerless
Pump carries a one-year warranty against de-
fects in manufacture. This warranty, however,
does not apply to parts damaged in transit.
Check the shipment carefully and report any
damage or shortage to the transportaVon com-
pLay immediately.
L,OCATIOX -- Place the pump as close as pos-
sible to the water supply, ccnsidering suctio:,
specifications for the pump, accessibility for
installation, inspection, and service operations.
The most direct and simple piping is best, es-
pecially for the suction line. If possible, locate
the pump so that the water flows by gravity into
the pump suction.
FOUNDATION -- The pump foundation should
be strong enough to support the pump solidly
and permanently in position. A concrete foun-
dation is recommended.
PIPING -- To facilitate and simplify piping,
the volute casing and discharge flange can be
rotated to any one of 4 positions by removing
the 4 adaptor-to-casing cap screws and rotating
to the desired position. The bleeder , vent
should be moved to the position at the '.op of the
casing in any change from the norm a l factory-
assembled position. Suction piping should not
contain any low points which can trap air. When
the pump is located above the level of the water,
a check-valve or foot-value should be installed
in the suction line to r, aintain prime, and a
priming tee should be so 'xated at the discharge
flange of the pump that the case and suction
line can be completely filled. If debris is apt
to be present, a combination foot-valve strainer
should be used. When the suction is under pres-
sure, or the level of the water is above the
pimp, a valve and union should be installed in
both the suction and discharge pipes to permit
inspection and service of the pump at any time.
To obtain optimum performance, suction pipe
joints must be made up with pipe joint com-
pound to insure that there are no air leaks.
When the pump is located above the liquid or
operating with a suction lift, even a small air
leak in the suction line will materially reduce
capacity of the pump or cause a loss of prime.
If a union is required, use a gasket type and
seal it with pipe joint compound. Also, the
,pump muAt not support beavy suction or dis-
charge piping, and piping must not be forced
Into place because this could result in distor-
tion and binding of rotating parts.
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS -- Be sure the
motor terminals are connected for the voltage
to be used. Connection diagrams can be found
on the nameplate or inside the terminal cover.
Single phase, 1/4 and 1/3 horsepower irotors
are wired for 115 volts only. 1/2 thru 1-1/2
horsepower may be wired for either 115 volts
or 230 volts as desired; standard factory con-
nections you receive should be 230 volts. Three
phase motors may be of other voltage and are
not pre-connected. Local electrical codes
governing wiring should be observed.
MOTOR -- The motor supplied with the
Peerless Fluidyne Pump does not require lub-
rication -- it is life-time lubricated. It also
has bdilt-in overload protection which will
automatically reset as the motor cools, there-
fore the main switch should always be open
when working on the motor. If for any reason
the motor is serviced or reconditioned, its ro-
tation should be checked to be clockwise when
looking toward the pump at the end opposite
the shaft extension. Also, this end of the shaft,
covered by a plug, has a screw driver slot re-
ferred to elsewhere for holding or turning the
motor shaft, pump, etc.
IMPELLER-- The impeller rotating in the pump
casing is the only moving part of a centrifugal
pump. In case of reduced pressure or reduced
capacity requiring service traceable to the im-
peller, its water passages should be inspected
by passing a flexible wire etc. from the outside
toward the center to dislodge any obstructions.
See DISASSEMBLY as required for this opera-
tion.
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26 impeller screw
- stainlcss steel
1 casing - cast iron
2 impeller - bronze
6 shaft - stainless steel
7 casing ring - bronze
40 deflector - rubber
53 ban - steel
71 adapter - can iron
73 "o" ring seal
80 mechanical seal
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MECHANICAL SHAFT SEAL -- A short run-in
period may be required when a new unit is
placed in operation before a perfect seal is ef-
fected in the mechanical shaft seal. However,
there should be no leakage at the seal during
normal operation. If considerable grit, etc.,
is present in the water, the seal may eventually
become scored and develop a leak. In ouch case,
the seal should be disassembled r i all parts
cleaned thoroughly. The rubber bellows should
be examined for leaks and the seal faces for
scratches. Worn parts should be replaced, but
emergency repairs may be made of the seal
faces by smoothing these on No 500 grit carbo-
rundum paper placed on plate glass to provide
a flat surface. See DISASSEMBLY as required
for this operation also.
PRIMING & STARTING -- When the pump is
located above the level of the liquid, the pump
must be primed by filling the case and suction
line through the tee installed at the discharge
flange. Be sure all the air has been expelled
from the suction pipe and pump case. Plugs
are provided for the release of air trapped at
the top of the impeller cavity.
The rotation of single-phase motors is pre-
determined by internal wiring, but the rotation
of 3-phase motors must be checked at instaIla-
tion by momentarily closing the electric service
switch and observing the rotation. It should be
clockwise when looking toward the pump from
the free end of the motor. Interchange of any
2 of the 3 power leads will reverse a 3-phase
motor.
DISASSEMBLY -- It is advisable that a compe-
tent pump mechanic be employed for disassem-
bly and reassembly operations. Before start-
ing disassembly of the pump, re-check to make
certain that this operation is necessary. Close
any valves that may be installed in the suction
or discharge piping. Remove a plug at the
bottom of the pump case and a plug at the top
to admit air and expedite draining. Remove
the (4) case-to-adapter screws and the mounting-
foot screws. This permits removal as an as-
sembly: the motor, the adapter, the foot, and
the impeller. The impeller is now exposed for
inspection and cleaning. See paragraph on im-
peller. Tti:; impeller is assembled to the motor
shaft by 7/1.6-20 R. H. thread. On 3-phase
units, impellers are locked in place with a
7/16-20 hex socket set screw. If disassembly
is necessary, hold the motor shaft with a screw-
driver engaging the slot which is covered by a
cap at the opposite end, remove the set-screw,
if provided, and turn the impeller counter-
clockwise. The mechanical shaft seal can now
be removed for inspection, service, or replace-
ment.
REPLACEMENT PARTS -- When ordering re-
placement parts be sure to give both the Model
No and Serial No appearing on the nameplate
on the top of the adapter, as well as the part
name.
REASSEMBLY -- Cleanliness is essential in
the reassembly of any pump, especially to make
sure that no grit, etc., is included between
the surfaces of the mechanical shaft seal. Also,
all connections should be made air and water
tight.
L
DO NOT RUN A PUMP
NOT FILLED WITH WA'T'ER
(It keeps the seal lubricated)
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TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
PROBABLE CAUSE
	
SOLUTIONS
MOTOR WILL NOT START OR RUN
Circuit incomplete, wiring incorrect. Check wiring and instruction on ZLZCTRICAL
CONNECTIONS.
Motor or capacitor defective. See dealer for service.
Impeller or seal stuck. Turn motor shaft with screw-driver soMing slot
end of shaft.
Overload tripped. See MOTOR OVERHEATS (below).
MOTOR OVERHEATS
Voltage low, wrong connections. See instructions on ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS.
Head or lift exceeds unit rating. Reduce lift -- increase pipe site.
Viscosity or specific gravity exceedi9
rating -- water.
See dealer for proper application.
Mechanical defect in motor or pump. See dealer for service.
Ventilation -- poor. Vacuum clean motor air passages, ventilate
surrounding area.
MOTOR RUNS + NO WATER • LOW CAPACITY • LOW PRESSURE
Pump not primed. See PRIMING & STARTING instructions.
Check for incorrect voltage or motor overload.Speed rpm below motor tag specification.
Rotation reversed. Reverse any (2) of (9) leads for (9) phase.
Lift or head total exceeds unit rating. Reduce lift -- increase pipe size.
Air leak in shaft seal. See instructions on MECHANICAL SHAFT SEAL.
Air leak in auction pipe. Make up tight with pipe joint compound.
Air trapped in suction pipe. See instructions on PIPING.
Plugged foot-valve or screen. Clean.
Plugged impeller. See instructions on IMPELLER & DISASSEMBLY.
Impeller wear or damage. See instructions on IMPELLER & DISASSEMBLY.
PUMP LOOSES PRIME AFTER STARTING
Air leak -- suction piping Make up tight with pipe joint compound.
Suction lift excessive. Reduce lift -- increase pipe size.
Screen or foot-valve plugged. Clean.
See instructions on MECHANICAL SHAFT SEAL.Air leak -- mechanical shaft seal
PUMP VIBRATES OR IS NOISY
Insecure footing. Re-work.
Air leak in suction pipe. Make up tight with pipe joint compound.
Cavitation due to excessive lift. Reduce lift.
Clogged impeller. See instructions on IMPELLER & DISASSEMBLY.
Bent shaft. Remove frn,n motor and straighten or replace.
Motor bearing wear. Replace bearings.
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MODEL CE, SERIES 1
Instructions	 ELECTRIC — HYDRONICWATER ND STEAM BOILERS
C,
Weil-McLain
Ths A. S. M. E. safety valve Is shipped on the boiler.
Pipe t;te safety valve outlet to a drain or near to the
floor; do not pipe safety
 valve discharge to any area
when freezing temperatures could occur.
Two or more boilers may be utilized where necessary
to obtain the desired capacity. Standard industry pip-
ing practices should be used for headering the steam
and condensate return piping. The waterlines of all
boilers should be at the same level. A boiler water-
level controller and boiler feed pump system is ree-
ommended In order to provide best servkm Locate the
'body mark' of the boiler water level controller 1.1/2"
below the centerline of the boiler's water gauge glasses.
WIRING THE BOILER
Where only one son* is utilized, the relay, circulator,
thermostat, etc, should be wired according to the con-
trols employed (refer to manufacturer's Instruction for
application Information). For single zone applicatlons
where only one (1) low volicge operating eon&rA, is
utilized, the operating control must be wind across
terminals 1 and 2 of the low voltage terminal board.
On radiant panel systems, hat pumps, etc, where op-
timum control of the water temperate. is desired, plac-
Ing the operating control (bulb) In the return water
piping near the boiler Is desirable, as is constant water
circulation through the system.
The Model CE boiler is pre-wired at the factory. Please
see wiring diagram for internal and external wiring.
The Model CE electric boiler contacas Internal overload
protection. Provisions are made in the upper ieR hand
corner of the boiler cabinet to accept the power input
wiring. Listed in the table are the minimum recommend-
ed win sizes according to the boiler capacity. The wire
size listed for each boiler size is based i n using a cop.
per conductor for runs of 50 feet or for runs in
excess of 50 feet consult National or Local Electrical
Code Manual. Bring the power input wiring from the
disconnect panel through the conduit opening in the
boiler cabinet and conned the wires to the fuse blocks
shown In wiring diagram. Please note that the power
Input wiring must have at least a 900C rating.
Up to seven (7) thermal time delays and up to six (6)
heating element contactors are prewired in the boiler
cabinet. Each thermal time delay is wired in series with
its respective heating element contactor to prevent a
sudden Inrush of electrical current. On a "call for heat",
only one contactor at a time is allowed to become en-
ergized
A low voltage (24 volt secondary) transformer is mount-
ed in the boiler cabinet to provide a power source for
the control circuit. The CE boiler U provided with both
an operating control and a limit control, and the steam
boiler also has a low water cutoff. Our wiring diagram
also shows the use of a low voltage thermostat or
controller which should be used to obtain proper control
function and safety of operation. Note that high limit
controls must be set at least 2 PSIG or 20O F higher
than operating control settings.
EXTERNAL CONTROL WIRING-
WATER BOILERS
If it is desirable to utilize outdoor thermostats to pro-
vide control of the heating elements, the outdoor bulb
of such a controller must be located to sense outdoor
temperature, but the bulb should not be exposed to the
sun, rain, snow or the warm air from ventilating open-
ings.
i; (S
EXTERNAL CONTROL WIRING -
STEAM BOILERS
For single zone applications where only one (1) low
voltage operating control is utilized, the operating con-
trol must be wired across terminals 1 and 2 of the
low voltage terminal board.
No. OF BRANCH CIRCUITS REQUIRED
AND MINIMUM WIRE SIZE (90°C WIRE)
For the number of branch circuits required and the
wire size, please refer to the appropriate column on
wage 6. Do not use aluminum conductors.
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
Call for Heat —
1. The thermostat contacts close (external operating
control) energizing the first contactor (1K) and the
heater in the first thermal time delay (TDI).
2. Approximately 30 seconds later, the thermal time
delay contacts close, energizing the second contactor
(2K) and the heater in the second thermal time
dJay (TD2).
3. Approximately 30 seconds later, the second thermal
delay contacts close, energizing the third contactor
(3K) and the heater in the third thermal time delay
(TD3).
4, This sequence continues until all contactors are ener-
gized or until the call for heat ends.
Eno of Call for Heat —
5. The thermostat (external operating control) contacts
open, de-energizing the first contactor (1 K) and the
heater in the first thermal time delay (TD1).
.H
Installation	 MODEL CE, SERIES 1
Instructions	 SLICTRIC — HYDRONIC	 Weil-McLainWA	 ND STEAM BOILERS
8. After a minimum of 10 seconds the contacts In the
Mt thermal time delay opem detnergizing the sea
and contactor (2K) and the heater in the second
thermal time delay (TD2 ).
7. This sequence continues until all contactors are do.
energized.
8. When the boiler temperature or pressure exceeds the
operating control setting, the thermostat circuit is
opener and tl`e elements are daenergized in a normal
off sequence. 5f the high limit setting is exceeded,
the transformer secondary, circuit Is open and all
element contactors are de-energized instantly.
TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
(Refer to Wiring Diagram)
I. Symptom No Heat
A. Check fuses.
Fuses F1 and F5 supply power to the control
circuit.
B. If fuses are good, jumper the thermostat terminals.
If boiler starts, chuck the thermostat and associa-
ted wiring.
C. U thermostat and wiring are good, check the
"Limit" and operating control.
1. Jumper terminals of High Limit Control to.
gether. If the boiler starts, replace the limit
control.
2. If the boiler does not start in Step 1, jumper
the terminals on the operating control. If the
boiler starts, replace the operating control.
D. U the Limit and Operating controls are good,
check the transformer.
1. Measure the transformer seconda ry voltage
from control tray to transformer side of the
"High limit" control; it should measure 24 volts
a.c. t10%.
2. If the voltage is 0, replace the transformer (the
transformer is fused, behind the Insulated cover
of the transformer, and replacement of the fuse
Is possible If care is exercised.)
E. If the secondary voltage is low, the primary volt-
age Is correct, remove the transformer secondary
lead from the limit control.
1. If the voltage remains low, replace the trans-
former.
2. If the voltage increases, reconnect the trans-
former lead to the Limit control, and disconnect
the contactor coils one by one while observing
the voltmeter. If voltage returns to normal
upon disconnecting one of thus, replace the
defective contactor.
11. Symptom — Low Heat
One or more contactors do not energize. Operation of
any contactor, beyond the first is dependent upon the
operation of two components:
1. Thermal time delay.
2. Contactor itself.
Observe the sequence of operation and note the contactor
where the sequence stops. Proceed as follows:
Disconnect the wire going from the contactor coil to the
thermal time delay, using a jumper wire, reconnect
the contactor coil terminal to terminal 1 of the thermo-
stat terminal strip.
1. If the contactor energizes, replace the thermal
time delay.	 f
2. If the contactor fails to energize, replace It.
III. Symptom — Boiler Does Not Shut Down
One or more contactors remain on after call for heat
ends.
A. Check contactors.
Lower the temperature setting on the "High Limit"
control to simulate a limt of operation.
1. If all contacte • s instantly de-energize, the con-
tactors are go d.
2. If one or more contactors fail to de-energize,
replace the contactors that failed to de-energize.
B. If all contactors de-energized check the thermal
time delays.
Return the temperature setting on the "High Limit"
control to its original setting. Allow the boiler to se-
quence on with a normal call for heat. When all con-
tactors are energized, lower the setting on the operating
control to satisfy the call for heat Observe the shut
down sequence and note the contactor at which it stops..
Replace the thermal time delay supplying power to that
contactor.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
WEIL=McLAIN ELECTRIC BOILER
Mr. Boller Owner:
He'ow, the procedure is outlined for starting your 141oil-A1cl,ain Boller including; instructions for the card of yo.rr
heating system. All mechanical equipment needs occasional attention The boiler should he inspected, Ovaned and
if necessary, adjusted once a year. We recommend that a qualified serviceman ho called as he ha% been trained for
the job and will have the necessary instruments to check your boiler, This will assure you that the operation of your
heating system will remain highly efficient. Your Weil McLain boiler will give you many years of heating; comfort,
if you follow the few simple suggestions listed in this Instruction s° eet.
FILLING STEAM AND VATER BOILERS
:
Do not fill the boiler (except for leakage tests) until the
boiler is ready to be fired. CAUTION: Do not add large
quantities of cold feud water to any hot boiler!
Steam Systems: The boiler should be filled to the nor-
mal water line and fired for about 15 minutes at a low
rate sufficient to keep the boiler at steaming temperature
with the steam vented to drive off dissolved gases (also
see Skimming Stearn (toilers).
Water Systerru: The boiler and the entire systemshould
be filled to about 12 pounds per square inch and heated
to approximately 21(1°F for about 15 minutes to drive
off dissolved gases. Before filling the system, make sure
all the system air vents are closed, Open the hand
water feed valve and beginning on the lower floor, open
the air vents (one at a time) until water starts to flow;
then, close the vent. Repeat this throughout the building;
until all lievt distributing; units are filled with water.
Close the hand water feed valve when the correct hailer
pressure is reached. After the s • item is in operation,
keep the system filled with water v occasionally open-
ing; the air vents allowing; any eno ipped air to escape
and adding cnc,ugh make up water to maintain the (or
net system pressure, If your system is provid , d %kith
a p,irrre valve located in the system return piping;, con,
nest a gardcn hose to the drain valve lot-ated above
the purge valve. Close thepurge valve and open the
hard eater feed valve and allow the system to purg%e
all air. Whcre the system has more than one c•:rcmt
purge each circuit separately by opening each hal,ineing
valve one at a time. When the system is purged of all
,ter, close ;hc drain cock located above the purge valve
and open the purge valve. Fill the boiler and the en-
tice s ,,tern to the correct pressure. Air in the system
can interfere with circulation of water and prevent the
heat distributing units from properly heating.
TO START THE BOILER
	I. Be sure the main electric switch in the hailer electrical
	
5. Turn the thermostat above the actual room tempera-
circuit is turned to the off position	 ture and observe that the heating elements sequential-
2. The boiler must be filled to the correct water level or 	 ly become encrg;iled,
pressure as outlined above.	 R. Check „!,(ration of all lirnit controls.
3. Set the limit control at desires: setting as recommend- 	 7. Set the thermostat to the desired room temperature.
ed in these instructions. 	 R. if boiler operates incorrectly (see Sequence of Opera-
4. Turn the thermostat to its lowest setting so there is 	 tion) or fails to start, refer to Trouble Shooting Guide
	
no call for heat and close the main electric switch in 	 in these instructions.
the boiler electrical circuit.
SKIMMING STEAM BOILERS
All new boilers and steam an ,' water piping contain oil,
grease, chips, and .'wr foreign matter. It is essential to
clean new he<-tingt systems to remove these materials in
,)rder to c,. , oid overhr-ating of boiler metal, foaming
nd priming, and high m hitenance costs on strainers,
• ,,.ps, and vents, The boi.' .. installer should use the fol-
..)Wing procedure to clean oil, grease, and :ether im-
puriG ; from the new boiler:
Cie se the valves in the building steam supply main(s),
2. Provide at least a V." skim line, with valve, from
the boiler skim tapping and run this line to a con-
venient floor drain.
3. Energise th,- bail,-r for a period sufficient to keep the
boiler at st-amurg temperature allowing the ,tram,
along with ent oined water and impurities, to, dis-
charge through the skim piping to the drain.
4. Feed the water to the boiler as required to maintain
H - 3
proper water level in the gauge glass. it may be
necessary to cycle the boiler to prevent a rise In steam
pressure above several pounds.
b. Continue the boiling and skimming process for at
least two hours or until the water leaving the skim
line is clear of all grease, oil and Impurities. On
unusual jobs, the skimming procedure may require
repeating one or more times.
CAUTION: THE USE OF CHEMICAL CLEAN-
ERS IS NOT RECOMMENDEDI
6. Drain boiler and, while the boiler is warm but NOT
HOT, remove safety valve and insert a hose nozzle
into the opening. Flush all interior surfaces of the
boiler with water under full pressure until all traces
-of dirt and impurities are removed and the drain
water runs clear.
7. Replace safety valve; close drain cocks, fill with fresh
water to the water-line. Start boiler and steam for(
15 minutes to remove all dissolved ga p es, stop boiler.
S. Drain boiler sufficiently to remove skim piping; plug
skim tapping; refill boiler to water line.
9. To prevent the return of impurities to the boiler from
new or old piping systemu, waste all condensate for
several days or until no impurities are contained in
the condensate. NOTE: IT IS IMPERATIVE: THAT
FEEDWATER BE SUPPLIED TO MAINTAIN
THE CORRECT WATER LEVEL AND THAT A
LOW WATER CUTOFF 1S OPERATIVE.
BOILER SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
Leaks in the boiler and piping system must be repaired
at once. The use of makeup water in large quantities
is undersirable and may damage the boiler after an ex•
tended period of time. If serious leaks occur, stop the
boiler and gradually reduce boiler pressure or tempera-
ture. Do not attempt to make repairs while a steam
boiler has pressure or hot water boiler temperatures
are above 130°F.
Foaming or priming may occur in a steam boiler and
cause ! arge quantities of water to pass out into the
steam main(s). It can be observed by violent fluctua-
tions of water level, in the gauge glasR. This trouble
may be caused by dirt, oil, or precipitates in the boiler
water, too high a boiler water level, a high overload
on the boiler ( i.e„ the sudden release of boiler steam
pressure into the mains by action of fast operating
valves), or the addition of too much boiler water treat-
ment. With serious foaming or priming, stop the boiler
and decrease boiler load. Then alternately blowdown
Bend slowly feed fresh water several times. If trouble
persists, it may be necessary to skim the boiler one or
more additional times.
Any problem in regard to li..ge amounts of makeup
water, extreive foaming or priming, scale in the boiler,
or lnteri.,.! c , niasion or pitting, should be referred to a
cc nips ny sp^+iali., ing in boiler water chemistry.
Frequently check the boiler water level in the gauge
glass of stom p boilers, and check the boiler operating
pr-^r ure of steam or water boilers. Test the low water
cutoff by opening its blowdown valve to remove dirt,
rust, and sediment, and observe that burner .tops its
the water level approaches the bottom of the water
gouge glass (gauge glans on steam boilers oily).
1)O NOT DRAIN BOILER during periods of shutdown
unless heating system Is exposed to freezing tempers.
QUres. On steam boilers, opon boiler blowdown valve
and flush till clear wl,.ie under steam presssure. On
water boilers, open boiler drain cock to remove impuri
ties that have settled to the bottom of the boiler. RA1It
as required to the correct water line for stearn boilers
or the correct pressure for water boilers. 'Turn off all
electrical power connections to the boiler. It the water
side of the boiler must be cleaned or inspected, open
the blowdown valve and drain the boiler.
Remove plugs from the boiler and openthe drain cock.
Hose the inside of the boiler with high pressure water
to remove sludge and sediment, flush attain. Dry in
sides of boiler thoroughly, or refill with fresh water
and heat to release dissolved gases (see filling Stcain
and Water Boilers). Repeated draining and filling of
the boiler and/or t he heating system can lead to the
same consequences as adding too much mss tool, watt r.
Refer to Water Boiler Control, or Steam Boiler Controls
for specific service requirements.
Periodically check and if nece:,sary, tighten an y
 gw,'<,^t
bolts.
e.HANGING HEATING ELEMENTS
I If the boiler will not get hot enough to properly
heat the building, it is possible that one or more
heating elements are burned out.
2. Open the main electric switch in the boiler electri-
cal circuit.
3. Your serviceman can determine whether any of the
heating elements are burned out by disconnecting
the wires to each element and checking the resist-
ance and continuity with an Ohmmeter.
4. Close the system valves iocated at each side of the
boiler.
6. Remove the four (4) ca; screws whi,li t'i,
burned out heating etemen'i to the boilcr ca , hng
and remove the burned out element.
7. Use a new heating element gasket and in , rrt a
heating element of the same type (voltage dl n., i
sions and K%%' :)r watts rating) into the o1r. imig in
the boiler casting, Secure the element to th+ c.i,hog
using the four (4 ) cap screws.
8. Fill the boiler with water to the rc ri,,ct level or
pressure.
0. Open the system valves located at ec.rh ,ii:c' i ti
ho iler.
5. Open the boiler drain cock and completely drain 	 10. ("lase the main electric swiss' ► in th- ,
 lv-il r c: - t­%il
the boiler.	 circuit.
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STANDARD , EQUIPMENT
Jacket with Wall-Mounting Brackets
One-Piece Insulated Casting
Incoloy . Sheathed, Low-Watt-Density Elements
24 Volt Control System
Fuse for Each Element Leg
Thermostat Terminal Block
Power Input Terminal and Fuse Block
Thermal Time-Delay Relays
Heavy-Duty Contactors
For Water Boilers
ASME Safety Relief ValveCombination Pressure a,:d
Temperature GaugeCombination Operating and
High-Limit Control
For Steam Boilers
ASME Safety Valve
High-Limit Pressure ControlOperating Control
Low-Water Cutoff
Water Gauge Glass
Gauge CocksSteam Pressure Gauge
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APPENDIX I
MULTIZONE VAV UNIT
BASIC RVZ1 SEQUENCE OF OPEHATIOej
Option 2 - 'E.eamust"
a - Supply blower Mops
b - Return biotiwr aonlntuee b run.
a - Outside dampen Cbse.
d - Retum dampers dose.
option 2 - '7nfale'
a - Supply Shower eorftantne to run.
b - Return blower swops
G - Outaude dampers open.
d - Return dampen does.
Option 4 "Anisito and EA#.aus1'
a - Supply blower t»nt►nuss to run
b - Return blower continues to run
C - Outside dampers open
d - Retum dampers does
Upon power fa i lure or during nne setback condtbons, tits ► et.t
and outside dampers close. A remote smote detacaor ten p at , <<
simuistes smote conditions to t;herA performance of smoke .b
tectorL A direct scung aclustot 189) drives the outsicis damhe,s
while a ravers* acting actuator (810) drives the return air drampen
8 - T1/E LENNOX ELECTRONIC ENERGY SAVING SYSTEM
The RV:1 is equipp*d with a solid sL1a control system which cr :a;
the unit to match its olnput to the load requirements. The control hr x
I aro functions:
1 - To modulate son* dampers to provide conditioned supply s.. tr A,:
satisfies the heating or cooling demands in each ions wnrunn
ovemde.
5 - With the presence of smote, the smote detection system (op. 	 2 -To maintain /rot and c-ld deck tempaatures In the unn tt^ai
tional) lortninates healing and cooling functions and provides
	
satisfy the requirements of the tone with the largest hearinU ic.a,'
four options of Controlling blower and damper operation. See
	
and the cone with the largest cooling load
Figure 19.
	 A - Zone Damper Control
Option f - "Shutdown -	 Two air temperaturesertsomareusedforaschzone - onnlwzie,lin
s - Supply blower stops.	 the conditioned span (A4 room sensor) and one rrxx► nted in the
b- Return Mower Mops.	 supply due (Rid .: . sd»rge sensor). An elenronic comun crm[,C.rt
r. - Outside dampers clan.
	 the temperatures at room sensor and discharge air sensor to o , nt, of
d - Aeturn dampen does. 	 the position of :one dampers See F►gurs,70.
SMOKE DET ECTION SYSTEMS
	 -
C - OsArds dery N	 Yw	 ru.. aus	 e — aw%" u sums
	
c — oute. A.,..r-..r.,, — s — R.r.. Mo».. « n.
A — C•+^rgrr M...rs seas
	
A — srgiah
	
w.rh1oww .r..r r w
	
It W tin Awl
tot IAA!i
1- BLOWER 0"RATION
1- During neitmal opaatran Via I doer Mown motor 1581 r,tn neo•
wn"! rrtowty. T1ne Mo "wed is datwmbed by"W buograteng
&aelyset and Invsner JAN. N Ilia w* two oplesinal nigh aafback
but du>Iea not hatA setters dMeaon. lha Motrtrar )meteor aytlos M
nowlifie to Mating demands during nigh& eperaliors When the
heatine demand Is saddled, flea bn somrcl 184) altown blower b
nm unVithe heal dissipates hem heal exchanger Igoe hoot only),
If ft unh has both night ostsech and smoke dotedeon, the blower
)rotor operates in two nodes:
a - Day Operation - The blow~ motor runs in the speed d ►oated
by the 	 analyser.
b -height Operation - Without a hooting demand tin motor cwt
tines to run. but the speed is determined by the blower
control (1111. With a hooting demand the blower motor speed
le again dictated by the integrating analyser. Thew provisions
allow the utilisation of smote defection during periods of
night setback. Refer fo page 74 for addnwnal infornatronon
the Bight blower Control.
2 - The return•air blower (W - optionafl nuns whenever the indoor
blower is operating	 /
- Fire protection thermostats (S21 8i S25) are located in the return
air compartment and blower Compartment Thermostats term ►
nate NI unit operation at temperatures above selling
4 - All other systems are dependent upon the blower operation. The
blower proving switch (S31). IocstAd in the indoor blower
airstream. senses a blower failure and shuts down all systems
within the unit.
L 1	 ..........
-_-	 f 	 (^	 -'^ ^ft t	 P
trot va; w
OPTION 1 SHUTDOWN" 	 OPTION 7--INTAKE-
	 --
a — n...n bie"W s onum m r rtimit 	 e — Avur ' b►w- rrnr.wu tr rvw
C — Ow.ds dernm.s Oe"	 C — Ouu.de d.rns•ws prom
A — S.raatr bbwww M•s	 A — SwimpN ato.••.r wn.rt....r.e to rvn —	 1Fft s« All
_	 OnAKt
Ll E-1 \0
. - - . ^ — ... O — Iloaww derwmun .Nor
	 _ .	 - p — AArrw d. ^—sMu.	 ^ ! \.	 ,
_J. TOP1►^M 	 It-'"-- li I'- ` —
	 10►
 V<W	 ^f	 r.--ti...
^OPT10N 2 - EXHAUST"	 ^^AM	 OPTION 4 - "INTAKE AND EXHAUST- lr>< ►tAUS^-u►n
FIGURE 19
	 f
M om;ftiple unit Installations, the following guidelines ere re•
commended for mixing perimeter end core zones:
Maidnwm Lead Diversity
For opbmum energy efficiency, install an RVZI apuipped with
condr+wr hest and outside air disaiminstor in applications with
maximum bad diversity. See Figure I X By intwmWng perimeter
and core zones the heal rejected into the return air from core
zones will be recirculated into the supply air stream. A cooling
demand will bsitiata DX cooling and bring additional heat Intothe
hot dolt
2.4irdmis Load Dhershy
Mimiaire bad diversity in installations less condenser hest and
^ut►^ ^+ air diwsiminstor. Of possible design system so perimeter
no ►•i , p  -... -N unit and core zones go to another. See Figure 17.
VI - Ir jkim <O ► •''.
tvht types of mom sensors are offered! the standard and a wide
no load bond r1 ,pe On a typical hostingicooling day. the load
demand swings from morning heating to midday cooling and
bad to late day 1 eating. The standard room sensor controls the
heatingl000ling demand through the day within plus or minus 2
degrees of set point. The wide no-load room sensor gives approa-
Imaiely 6 degrees range between the hosting and cooling de-
mand. The unit coasts whhin the no-load band. Temperature
control remains plus or minur ' r degrees at either end of the bang
Refor to graph.
A -Ins ailotion
1- Roo. i sensor mounts on a standard 2" x 4" 151 mm x 102 mm)
ON UNITS LESS CONDENSER HEAT
AND OUTSIDE Ali DISCRIMINATOR,'
MINIMIZE LOAD DIVERSITY
M
'--j-UNIT 2
PEA I	 (^`-^	 CORE
	
ZONE ^ _j	 20NE
NIT 2
ON UNITS W)IN CONDENSER HEAT
AND OUTSIDE AIR DISCRIMINATOR.
MAXIMIZE LOAD DIVERSITY
FIGURE 17
outlet boa Wall plate, decorator plate, wiring subbase, electrical
from@ and cover make up the sensor assembly. See Figure IS
7 - Do not locate room sensor on an exterior wall. In an entryway, or
In awed sunlight See Figure 16.
3. Make certain room sensor or sensors are located where they -
somple sir in the occupied apace for a particular zone, however,
direct impingernent by badtsrgod sir upon the room sensor
should be avoided or minimizee- Zee Figure IS.
4 -Ail room swoore should be maintained at approximately the
some sat point
REGULAR THERMOSTAT COMPARED TO
SNIDE NO-LOAD BAND THERMOSTAT.
Regular Thermostat
♦25°F
1-30C)
LU
Q
Q $ 1
LU^ I
W
`
2 ^° Wide
o No-Load
J 0 Band
a^ I
fJ^ I
1
-20°F 1
1-28.tr'C) 1
68°F 70°F 72°F 74°F 76°F 78°F
(20'C) (21.1-C)122.2•C)123.rC)(24.4*C)(250C)
ROOM TEMPERATURE
FIGURE 18
1
I - 2
DAMPER ACTUATOR
DAMPER CONTROL
F +
DISCHARGE
LOAD ANALYZER
MODULE
The two dampen in the Veriaone are designed so the hot and cold
damper blades operate independently. A magnstidspring overdrive
mechanism will allow one blade to remain at closed or at minimum
position while the other is opening. The minimum position is adjust-
able from aero to 45 degrees. This feature minimizes air mixing
between the two decks, thus allowing treat 'd air to go to the zones
that require It.
As the room temperature changes from the room sensor set point,
the zone dampers will move to satisfy the demand. On a change in
dscharge air temperature, the zone damper will reposition in anti&
potion of the effect on room temparstura.
In addttior, to the standard room sensor, an optional "no load' band
room sensor allows a wide temperature differential of 6 degrees
before cycling the heating or cooling in the RVZ1.
If the conditioned tone requires more CFM then a particular damper
opening can deliver, two or more dampen must be linked together
to provide the needed CFRI. Adjacent dampen can be staved to-
gether wing mechanical linkage. Non-adjacent dampers can be
electrically slaved together. Only three dampers may be mechmni.
cally linked to one acxuatm. M more than 3 dampers are required form
tore, use 2 or more actuators and slave electrically. Although sev-
eral dampers may be finked together, they still constitute one zone
and are consequently controlled by one mom sensor. Refer to' Elec-
Ironic Zone Control" on page 87 for add ;tional information on slav-
ing dampen.
Two zone control options are available:
- ZC17 Zane Control System - Actuator modulates in response to
the variable voltage signal transmitted by the demands of the
room sensor and discharge sensor.
2 - ZCB - This actuator is used with remote mixing boxes for dual
duct applications.
8 - Hot And Cold Deck Controls
The EA3load analyzer module cycles the unit in response to the zone
with the greatest heating demand and the zone with the greatest
cooling demand. Anyzone can generate these demands. Sera Figure
20. If no zone has a demand of wfficiem magnitude to actuate either
the heating or cooling functions, the system will coast with only the
blowers running.
Overriding controls monitor cold and hot deck temperatures to wo•
tect unit from problem zones is zone which transmits a constant
heating or cooling demand).
W - VARIABLE AIR
In addition to tone temperature control, the RVZI incwpunt4as
I - 3
INVERTER
ROOM
SENSOR
INVERTER 	 O
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Illln^lln^n
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INTEGRATING
ANALYZER
BLOWER MOTOR CONTROL
i
if
ii
i
DISCHARGE	 N,
SENSOR
DISCHARGE	 e`/
SENSOR
ZONE SIGNAL	 BLOWER
ROOM	
SI
SENSOR	 EA5
INTEGRATING
ANALYZER
y1
I
POWER CIRCUIT
FIGURE 21
energy conservation features which lower the watt consumption of If individual :ones require a constant air volume, the RV71 : one
indoor blower motor and return air ( plower motor lit used). These dampers can be field adjusted to provide the desired amount o r :-ir
controls regulate blower motor µ.peed in proportion to zone de- flow.
mands. The EA5 integrating analyzer receives the tone signals from For a detailed explanation of the blower operation, refer to
the room sensors. It analyzes these signals to determine the units air "BLOWERS" on page 72.
requirements and then transmits s DC volt blower command signal
,o the invener. The invener responds to this signal and changes Al - CONDENSER HEAT
blower motor RPM correspondingl y. The EA5 has a minimum speed The condenser heat option is used in conjunction witt. Ouu ide-Air•
adjustment which is factory set at 45% of fullair. Figure 21 illustrates Discriminator and Power Sever. The condenser heat wii within Me
the blower command signal. hot deck gives off heat from the No. t refrigeram circull wironever
I - 4
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oornrwsew( 1 Is running ondlhom Ise Meting demand. Thefunction
than to each respective Mstrng section illustrate staging of eon-
denser Mat. The " Refnperant Cooling" section on pegs 57 explains
condenser Mat operation. The following table lists the &"liable Mat
-.M sue unit.
CONDENSER HEAT k,A►AWY
&be Unh 1huh Available KesUhr Available
i
RVZt-185
RVZ/-1851M 951000 23940
RVZI . 275 125 00 31500
R VZ I.3W
R VZ 1.360 155,000 39 060
R VZ 1 rs 15 125,000 31 600
RVZ1-600 155 .0w 39 060
IV - GAS HEAT
Gas heat capacities range from 775,000 through 850.000 Btuh input
1 - On a Meting demand, the combustion air blower is energized to
provide a prep irge period to clear combustion chamber. A time
delay brings o t the first stage of gas heat after the prepurge
period has elapsed.
2 - An addniottal heat demand brings on the second stage of gas
Mat otter 5 minute delay.
3 - A power burner. with individual electronic safety cornrols Wet
monitor flame conditions, is incorporated on each heat 1 .
changer used. Two high limit controls shut down burnerts) at
excessive hot deck temperatures
V - ELECTRIC HEAT
Eiecinc heaters range in size from 45 KW to 150 KW. Each element
has 15 KW capacity. A five switch EA5 electric heat sequencer con-
trols stepping of elements to satisfy the heating demand. Lockout
relays balance the load between electric elements and compressors
h prevent overloading the main switch.
VI - HOT WATER AND STEAM HEAT
The mctorized valve controls flow through the hot water and steam
coils.
1 - A Mating demand will open valve.
a - The steam coil uses a two way valve.
b - 1 he hot water coil uses a three way valve to either direct hot
wrier to coil or Ly-pass coil.
it - An auxiliary circulator pump (optional) continuously circulates
v. vier through coil.
2 - Both coils ore equipped with air blood valves. The hot water coil
has a drain valve.
3 - The freeze protection thermostat MQ) monitors the coil manifold
temperature and opens the valve at a set point to prevent cos
freezing.
VU - POWER SAVER
I - TThe Power Saver consists of outside and return air dampers
voh*,ch are linked together. These dampers open and close in
reverse relationship to sech other. A cooling demand mouula:es
the outside dampers open, If the fresh air cannot satisfy the
demand, mechanical cooling will be engaged.
2 - The Power Saver actuator has a minimum air adjustment to set
for o specific amount of fresh air.
3 - The onihslpy control (SIB) same& both temperature end humhA
by or the heat contem of the outdoor sir When the Mat conisro
rises above control set point, the outside dampers Nose to
minimum position
4 -The Outsid ir-Dhacrlminsior (optional) holds the outside
dampen in ­um position in a given switch point in the
heating mod
5-The morning . .7w-up control JS 16) holds outside dampers to
dosed position until the ►stum air temperature has newt above
the am point.
6 - On title setback, the outside sit dampers ate In the fully closed
position.
7 - The sandstorm vwhch t517optional) Is a m%nival switch whidt
doses the outdoor dampers.
VIII - REMIGERANT COOLING
The operating sequence and cooling functions vary according to the
size of the unit.
1 - The Lennox L6 compressor has two speeds which run at 1,800
RPM at low speed and 3,600 RPM et hr speed. Each L6 compressor
has a positive interlock between speeds to prevem both speeds
from being energized simuhaneously. There is a time delay be-
tween speeds.
2 - Each compressor has an individual refrigerant circuit. The No 1
refrigerant circuit is equipped with a hot gas by-pass valve for
conditions requiring reduced capacity. As the suction pressure
drops below the hot gas valve set point. the valve opens to
prevent an evaporator coil Ieeze-up.
RV71-300f360t600 unns are also equipped with an additional so-
lenoid valve (0) which only permits hot gas by-pass when the 16
compressor is on low speed.
3 - Each compressor is protected by a high gas pressure switch
IS32), low gas pressure switch (S34), ambient thermostat JS3J)
and a crankcase heater. In addition 8 and 11 ton compressors use
internal cutout thermostats (S35) end overload relays while. the 15
ton compressors use inwindrng thermistors with a protection
module JAI ► .
4 - The compressor monho ►
 fS38) locks out compressors whenever
the outdoor air fells below set point.
5-The eva porator low limit CS41) control locks out compressors
when cold deck temperature drops below set point.
6 - The following list matches compressor usage to unit size
a - RVZ1-185 uses two L2. 8 ton compressors
b - RVZI-1851275 uses two L2, 8 ton compressors but lies a larger
evaporator for 19 tons of cooling.
c - RVZ1 .275 uses two L2, 11 ton compressors.
d - RVZI-300 uses one L6.15 ton compressor and one L2, 11 ton
compressor.
e - RVZ1-360 uses one L6,15 ton compressor and one L2,15 ton
compressor.
f - RVZI-415 uses three L2. 11 ton compressors.
p - RVZ1-600 uses one L6, 15 ton compressor and two Ls, 15 ton
Compressors.
IX - CHILLED WATER
A motorized valve controls flow through coil. The valve is located on
the return line from the coil and has three ports —inlet, outlet anb
by-pass. Each chilled water coil is equipped with an sir-bleed and a
drain valve.
I - S
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PARTS ARRANGEMENT
OUTDOOR FA18 COOLING CONTROL PANEL COMPRESSOR
OUTDOOR	 (CONDENSER)COMPARTMENT
AIR DAMPERS
FILTER COMPARTMENT
INDOOR COI	 11` SLAB FILTERS SHOWN) 	 -	 ^t M me'	 1(EVAPORATOR)	 `	 ^
ZONE DAMPIE
ACTUAT M	 r .
	
..	
r	
- CY
^•	 '',
^^^r3^L 	
OLRD `OOR COIL
`\	 ^	 •^	 ICONDENSERI
•i •	 ` 011! ^^^	 — EXHAUST AIR DAMPERS
\	 \	 ^^	 RETURN AIR BLOWER
RETURN AIR DAMPERS
INVERTER
i^^ f (	 WIRING MAKE-UP - FUSING - CONTROL PANEL
INDOOR BLOWER COMPARTMENT
WIRING AND PLUMBING SERVICE INLET OPENING
CONDENSER HEAT COIL ('OPTIONAL)
3 	 HEATING COMPARTMENTINTEGRATIN	 J	 COLD DECK DAMPERANALYZER	
HOT DECK DAMPER	
RVZ1-185, 1851275, 275 304 ND 384 UNITS
OUTDOOR COIL (CONOENSER)
OUTDOOR FANS (CONDENSER
OU'.ODOR AIR DAMPERS
FILTER COMPARTMENT
11' • SLAB FILTERS SHOWN)
INDOOR COIL(EVAPORATOR)
ZONE CAMPER`
".`.	 ice..- r. `)	
^ • I,^^E^v	
•.	 /;
COOLING
	r 'ii• 	 ^^	 CONTROL
PANEL
\1-:^	 RETURN AIR BLOWER
	
^^	
+'i	
3
11	 i	 ^	 ^•v';,- • EXHAUST AIR DAMPERS
RETURN AIR OJCN„CRS
INDOOR BLOWER COMPARTMENT
/	 INVERTER
WIRING AND PLUMBING SERVICE INLET OPENING
;r	 \ ,` ••'/'	 -	 (NOT SHOWN)
COMPRESSOR
CO M PAA TM E NTT
4S
i	 CONDENSER HEAT COIL OOPTIONAL)
WIRING MAKEUP . FUSING -CONTROL PANEL (NOT SHOWN)
BEATING COMPARTMENT
COLD DECK DAMPER'
RV7 i-415 AND RVZI-6130 UNITS
HOT DECK DAMPER
ANALYZER
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SERVICE FLOW CHARTS
With a piece of oouipinera se sophisticated as the RVI1 unit. it can
often be diffkarlt to beats the "arcs of trouble horn s i;.-an sat of
conditions.
'The followht0 service flow charts are designed to direct you to the
pkaly source of trouble from osrtain observed or readily determined
conditions.
When pang through the following service flow * chant. always star
with 'Supply And Return Air Blower Operation." Once the indoor
and return air blowers arc running. go to the Row charts for -Hot
Declr' or -Cold Deck.' The schematic wiring diagrams provided on
the unh are to assist you in understanding the various efrwha.
SERVICE FLOW CHART FOR INDOOR AND RETURN AIR BLOWERS
I	 Indoor and return air blowers do not run	 I
Is main disconnect -on"?
(located in master control panel)
Check fuse in 120 volt power circuit fusetrons
I Is power supply voltage the same as unit nameplate I
Check blower motor fusetron
(located in master control panel)
Is system clock timer in "Day Position'?
(located in blower compartment)
Are blower motor overloads -Open'?— 7-112, 10 and 15 hp
Motors only(locoted in master control panel). 1-112, 3 and
5 hp motors have intemal overloads (automatic reset)
With motors running, check full load
amps spainst motor nameplate
I	 Check for loose or broken blower belts	 I
Is mite setback switch in "Day Position'? (located remote)
I Is readout panel system switch "On'? (located remote) I
Reset mixed air fire protection thermostat
(located in blower compartment)
Reset retum air fire protection thermostat
(located on return air damper panel)
Refer to Se rv i rx Representative or to Service Manua)
I - 7
,&,A
SERVICE FLOW CHART FOR HOT DECK OR HEATING SECTIONS
J
No heat I	 Indoor and return Air blowers
running
I	 is at least one tone calling
for heating? Is sail switch closed energizing
sail switch relay?
flouted on indoor blower scro!I)
,♦, I HOT WATER OR STEAM I +
Is EA3 load analyzer
module operating properly
Isportion of heatingde-energized
by ova
	 controls
GAS ELECTRIC
Are all manual gas valves open?
(located in heat section vestibule)
Are high or Idl;egas pressure switches
locked out? (FIAIFM units only) I	 Is door interlock switch closr O 	 I
Are wrnbiistii'n air blowers
on gas units running?
(located in heat section vestibule)
Are limit control contacts closed?
(located in heat section vestibule)
Are combustion air proving
switches closed?(located in heat section vestibule)
7 11
L•s( ! Lnrtiary controls
11wcated in master control area)
Does ignition transformer and
pilot valve energize? 30 seconds
afte- combustion air blowers start
Are limit control conts-ts closed?(located in heat section vestibule)
Check fusetrons to electric
heat elements(located in master control panel)
I	 Check safety limits to eler_tnc
elements
	 I
Is EA5 sequencer energizing
element contactors?
(located in master con!rol panel)
On hot water units, is main pump
running? (located remote)
I	 Is hot water up to temperature I
or steam up to pressure
la hot water or steam valve
operating (visual check)
Aher primary controls prove pilot.
	
Eapproximately
amperage
 draw on individual 1
main gas valves should be energized
	
g elements-All should regisl,r I(located in heat section vestibule) 	 the sarne amperage
Ignition transformer shuts "Ofr' 	 6 min. delay on 2nd stage
Refer to Service: R,presentative
or to Service Manual
Y - a
SERVICE FLOW CHART FOR COLD DECK Ok COOLING SECTIONS
Outside temperature
	 Insufficient or no tooling
	
Indoor and return air
above 7(rF (2 1.1 8C)
	
	
blowers runnin g
is at least one zone calling
Are power saver controls	 for cooling
correctly set? 	 'a sail awnch closed energizing
&all switch relay?
F
b EA3 load analyzer module
	
(located on indoor blower housing)
t"reting properly
Is portion of cooling de-energized
by overriding controls
CHILLED WATER COOLING 	 ERANT COOLING .♦-
Check compressor power
supply fusetrons
flocated in master control panel)
Is main pump running?
(located remote) Check compressor control circuit fuses
(located in master control panel)
I Is water at correct temp.?	 Check compressor safety circuit fuses(located on compressors)
I
	 Are compressor overloads
Is water valve operating rI 	 — or motor protectors open?Ivisusl check)(located in compressors)
I	 Are pressure switches open?
(internal to compressor)
I	 Air restriction over coil?	 I
Air restriction over evaporator coil?
Is evaporator coil icing or frosting?
Insufficient refrigerant charge?
Are condenser fans running? 1st stage
condenser fan nnay be off becunse
of condenser heat
`Refer to Service Representative or to Service Manual
I - 9
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Remote Readout Panel
and Rough-in Box
Typical Installation
ENGINEERINC, DATA
AgYPUM7Yf REMOTE READOUT PANELS1" 	 mmummiummomri 	 For All Season Equipment
ACCESSORIES
Ngs 71
000errlber 16. 1970
avperaWee a 16 70
Central Station Check of Heating Cooling Equipment
The operation of heatingcooling equipment can be checked at
a glance on a Remote Readout Control Panel conveniently
located within the conditioned area. Complete panel consists
of a control panel and rough-in box The rough-in box may be
installed during building construction and the control panel
added at a later date. One panel is required for each
heat ing^cool trig unit. Panel may be installed individually or in
multiples. See typical installation sketch.
Signal lights on the panel indicate "System On", "Combustion
Lockout"."Condensing Unit Inoperative" and "Dirty Filter".
Check switches are provided to prove signal light operation.
Two on-off switches control "System Au to-Off" and
"Condensing Unit Auto-Off" operation. Panel is equipped
with a manually operated 12 hour clock timer. Timer overrides
night setback controls providing normol operation for the time
period set. The cor-`ustion lockout signal circuit operates a
relay that can be connec,ed to a telphone circuit s ignalling the
serviceman of a failure. An adjustable compressor monitor •
thermostat (not required on DMS3 applications) is required to
complete the condensing unit operation signal, A filter flag is
required to provide the "Dirty Filter" signal light.
Field wiring will vary depending on type of system and unit
used in installation. 6 to 12 class II field wiring connections
are required from the heating.coolir ►g equipment to the remote
readout panel. See field wiring diagrams. See Installation
Inslruetions for complete wiring diagrams.
One Remote Readout Control Panel and Rough-In Box is•
available for all applications. Specify BM umber when ordering.
RPO41 Rough-In Box (BM1-5358)
RP2 . 1 Remote Readout Control Panel (BM2.5358)
Additional controls are required for use with the Readout
Panel and must be specified when ordering.
DMS2 and DMSR2 Applications
Filler Flag (BM-43313)
Compressor Monitor Thermostat (BM4875)
DMS3 Applications:
Filter Flag (BMA338)
GCS3 And OCS3 Applications
Renate Readout Panel Kit (BM-5817)
Consistsof: 1—Filter Flag
1—Comprew r Monitor Thermostat
1—Relay Control Panel
CHAS Applications
Remote Readout Panel Kit IBM-5893)
Consists of: 1—Filter Flag
1—Compressor Monitor Thermostat
C,
Bank of panels IrMelled on an oNPce wall.
Now: ap«NMotbne. ratings ano eM -an Ions subject to char whhout not". 	 * _ 0	 ,y
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION
Indicates blower is operating and system is giving normal "occupied" operation. When this light isSYSTEM ON out, system is inoperative or equipment is on night setback control.
COMBUSTION Light will come on whenever flame sensor control locks out. (Gas or Oil fired unitsunly.)
= i LOCKOUT
n When system calls for 	 is light will corns on inrtg
	
	 approximately 45 seconds 11 auction line
CONDENSING doesn't cool down. Due to delayed starting of the condensing unit through the timed oN control,8 a` UNIT this light may come on for a short period and then shut off indicating proper operation
W w INOPERATIVE DMS3 applications — light will come on if any compressor safety control opens, indicating that a
compressor is not running
DIRT Y FILTER When filter becomes excessively dirty the light will come on indicating a requirement to ch:nne orclean filters.
SYSTEM Shuts down entire system except for the combustion air motor on gas fired•units and the water
i N "AUTO" "OFF" pump on hot water units.^
x MANUAL Overrides night setback controls. Set the 12 hour clock timer to give the required hours of system5 ^_ OVER-RIDE operation during any period when the system is on night setback. When the timer shuts off, the8 TIMER system retums to night thermostat control or off if night setback controls are not used
CONDENSING UNIT Overrides the condensing unit control circuit.
"AUTO" "OFF'
-
*
 (in.)
For All Season Fquipment
iNe1 Weight 6 lbs.)
—11
10	 1-4
^0	 0	 0	 0 0^
)	 I 8
LENNOXI
I	 11	
0	
10I	 jl	 I	 3KnodtcutsI	 II	 w	 t	 I	 both sides
l	 I•Knockout
l	 ^•	 Top and Bottom
1	 •	 I
is	 ^II	 IL --------- _--------	 --^
^2
t
J
C
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DMS2 and DMSR2 UNITS
NOTE—UpFlo Model Shown (Down Fto Model Santa)
THERMOSTAT (S)
ON
MIXING DAMPER
	
DMS2 UlioliT
----- OPTIONAL
C RETURN^LOWERIR
REMOTE
READOUT	 HEAT	 COOLING
PANEL	 SECTION	 SECTION
Q
SYSTEM
CLOCK
TIMER DAM►ER•fILTER
BLOWER SECTION
SECTION
DISCONNECT
SWITCH(BY OTHERS)
	
A
A—Power Source (Sae DMS Bulletin for complete Field Wiring)
B-Two wore low voltage (Thermostat)
Three wore low voltage (Modulating Damper Motor)
Two or three wore low volfege IMoxong Boxes)
C—Ter	 a ;,,w voltage
D—Tw.  worn) Inw pnitgno
IN wiring men conform to NF  end soul electrical codes
7
DMS3 UNITS
A-Power Source (See DMS Bulletin for complete Field Wiring)
B-Two wire low voltage (The►monat)
Three wire low voltage (Modulating Damper Motor)
Four wire low voltage (Mixing Box" with Load Sensor)
C -None win low voltage
D-Two wire low voltage
All wiring inure conform to NEC and loci electrical codes.
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CHAS•1853 AND CHA8-2753 COOLING AND ELECTRIC HEAT
111111101.11 PACKAOe Will
-_- Tut am= 	 01IC.ONN/CIAI none
	 aril r CN
K IAOQ/1	 A• Ol ht aa)
rANft
sm i ld 
I	 1M KYOeIAT	 I ^CalKf)
ill ltA 1
J
1^^^— COa^11f a]iDat/D1r1 roe
TNI Nan]etat	 '
p
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^1a0a eD n
6"$N
OONtAot
8101
GCS3 SERIES UNITS AND OCS3 SERIES UNITS
aleele eACVAee UNIT
"Mov e
MAr+v1
IMa
gmer
caoca
T leas a
e/IraenecT
Meet"
WT oT t• No
Mt	 /MKa/Oet •tM aaa7eT At
rlttta
rawq
aaA1NfONIAOt ^.
DDA
1I ..._	
aall lore
— lnnr 1A1
NI Al
_	 MMT KOa Nu•
Ir1le» ONt T 1
rtl I^uuAUal
A— *Nine more low voltage (Single Stye Hut and Single Stye Cool)
"Ton win low voltage (Two Stage Hatt and Single Stage Cool)
(Single Stage Most and Two Stage Cool 
"Eleven won low voltage (Two Stage Heat -nd Two Stage Cool)
'it POWER %^VIER end Nile SetbacY Controls
are used ena additional wire Is required
%—Four more low voltage (Single Stage Heat and Single Stage Cool)
Flva win low voltage (Two Steps Heat and Single Stage Cool)
(S#rK;@ Stage Heat and Two Stage Cool)
Six wire low voltage (Two Sta ge Neat and Two Sim" Cool)
C•-Awo av/re low voitage
D—Two wore low voltage (Without POWER SAVE R)
Three woe low, vl rilage (With POWER SAVER)
E—Three woe power ISee llnit Electrlcel Data Table)
F—One wore 1120 voltage) IGCS3953 only and OCS3 writs)
All wiring muet conform to NEC end local electrical cot a
If lour electrical code permlb may be clam 7 wiring
CHA8 SERIES COOLING ONLY
CHA8 SERIES COOLING AND ELECTRIC HEAT
CHAO . 1853 AND CHA8 . 2753 COOLING ONLY
e1NOa1 aC11AOf UNIT
	aernNNfcr	 - •	 -	 ---
alonT/
	 pe1iCNaaAOOart
	 IaT OtNI KS1
	
I.!
r col:rANfa
	 C
MAIN
0000 not -`
sox
C	 OOaral etOA
	
B	
M1 AYCA7.1
C
ftft f r
ciOCt	 NITt	 iN/1lrncl AtI.,011	 Mfarnel AT
t_
A—*Six win low voltage (Single Stage Cool)
"Seven wire low voltage (Two Stage Cool)
(Single Stage Cool and Single Stage Heat)
'Eight wire lover voltage (Two Steger Cool and Single Stage Heat)
(Single Stage Cool and Two Stage Hest)
"Nine wire low voltage (Two Stage Cool and Two Stage Heat)
• H POWER SAVER anal Nits Setbocb Controls
are woad one additional wire is required.
IS—Three win low voltage (Single Stage Cool l
Four wire low vohage (Two Stage Cc ell ►
(Single Stage Coo' end Single Stage Heat)
Five more low voltage (Two Stage Coot and Single Stage Heat)
ISingle Stage Cool and Two Stage Hen)
Six wire low voltage (Two Stage Cod end Two Stile Heat
C-Two wire low voltage
D—Two write low voltags, (Without POWER SAVER)
Three ler{re low voltage (With POWER SAVER)
E —Taw or three wire power (See Unit Electrical Data Table)
F—Five win low voltage (Single Stage Hest)
Six wire low looluge (Two Stage Host)
All wiring ensure conform to NEC and local electrical codes,
11 local electrical code pen"Its may be claw 2 wiring.
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APPENDIX J
AS-BUILT DRAWINGS
J-i
1LIST OF AS-BUILT DRAWINGS
J-1: Architectural Floor Plans
J-2: Architectural Elevations
J-3: Solar System Equipment Schedule
J-4: Storage Tank Details
J-5: Storage Tank Floating Slab
J-6: Solar Panel Flashing and Gutter Details
J-7: Storage Tank Neat Exchangers
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